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Abstract
The Internet is indispensable for our life today and for our globalized financial
economy. The effectiveness of the Internet as a public resource depends upon
interoperability and trust. Free and open source software promotes the development
of the Internet as a public resource. Physical location Internet eXchange Points (IXP)
are highly valuable for the Internet as neutral exchange places where all type and
size of networks can exchange traffic. The fundamental service offered by IXP is a
shared layer2 switching fabric. IXPs are fastened by using close source technology for
their switching fabric. Although this should be a basic functionality, today solutions
never address their basic requirements properly. Today’s network solutions are
inflexible as proprietary closed implementation of a distributed control plane tight
together with the data plane.
Software Defined Networking (SDN) is an emerging paradigm decoupling the control
and data planes, on opening high performance forwarding plane with OpenFlow.
The goal of this thesis is to propose an IXP pragmatic Openflow switching fabric,
addressing the critical requirements and affording greater simplicity and flexibility.
Few SDN solutions have been presented already but all of them propose fuzzy layer
2 and 3 separation. For a enhanced stability not all control planes functions can be
decoupled from the data plane. As an other goal statement, networking testing tools
are essential for qualifying networking equipment. Network hardware monitoring
and testing being critical for computer networks, current solutions are both very
expensive, inflexible and not open source. The experience in deploying Openflow
in production networks has highlight significant limitations in the support of the
protocol by hardware switches. Open source hardware solutions give total flexibility
and reproducibility for testing and selecting suitable hardware equipment to go to
production.
We present Umbrella, a new SDN-enabled IXP fabric architecture, that aims to pro-
mote strengthening the separation of control and data plane to increase robustness,
flexibility and reliability of the IXP. Umbrella abolishes broadcasting with a pseudo
wire and segment routing approach. We demonstrated for an IXP fabric that not all
the control plane can be decoupled from the date plane. We show that Umbrella can
scale and recycle legacy non OpenFlow core switch to reduce migration cost. Into
the testing tools lacuna we launch the Open Source Network Tester (OSNT), a fully
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open-source traffic generator and capture system. Additionally, our approach has
proved less costly than comparable commercial systems while achieving comparable
levels of precision and accuracy; all within an open-source framework extensible
with new features to support new applications, while permitting validation and
review of the implementation. Furthermore we present the integration of OpenFLow
Operations Per Second (OFLOPS), an OpenFlow switch evaluation platform, with the
OSNT platform, a hardware-accelerated traffic generation and capturing platform.
We demonstrate the real flexibility and benefit of the Umbrella architecture persuad-
ing ten Internet operators to migrate the entire Toulouse IXP. The hardware testing
tools we have developed have been used to qualify the hardware which has been
deployed in production. The TouIX has been running stable for a year. It is fully
managed and monitored through a single web application removing all the complex
legacy management systems.
Résumé
L’Internet, le réseaux des réseaux, repose, en tant que ressource publique, sur l’inter
opérabilité et la confiance. Les points d’échange Internet (IXP), qui interconnectent
des opérateurs réseaux de types et tailles différents, jouent à ce titre un rôle majeur
en tant que lieux d’échange neutres et indépendants.
Le service fondamental offert par un IXP est une fabrique de commutation de
niveau 2 partagée. Aujourd’hui, pour fournir ce service de base, les IXP sont
obligés d’utiliser des technologies propriétaires qui ne répondent pas correctement
à toutes leurs exigences. Cette situation est principalement dûe au fait que les
plans de contrôle et de données sont intriqués sans possibilités de programmer
finement le plan de commutation. Le "Software Defined Networking" (SDN), nouveau
paradigme découplant les plans de contrôle et de données utilise le protocole
OpenFlow qui permet de programmer le plan de commutation Ethernet haute
performance. Contrairement à tous les projets de recherches qui centralisent la
totalité du plan de contrôle au dessus d’OpenFlow, altérant la stabilité des échanges,
nous proposons d’utiliser OpenFlow pour gérer le plan de contrôle spécifique à la
fabrique de commutation. Dans cette thèse, nous proposons "Umbrella", une fabrique
de commutation simple et pragmatique répondant à toutes les exigences des IXPs et
en premier lieu à la garantie d’indépendance et de neutralité des échanges. Dans la
première partie, nous présentons l’architecture "Umbrella" en détail avec l’ensemble
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des tests et validations démontrant la claire séparation du plan de contrôle et du
plan de données pour augmenter la robustesse, la flexibilité et la fiabilité des IXPs.
Dans la second partie nous verrons qu’avant toute mise en œuvre, il est primordial de
tester chaque équipement afin de vérifier qu’il répond aux attentes, mais les solutions
utilisées pour cela sont toutes commerciales et propriétaires, et ne répondent donc
pas aux besoins techniques d’indépendance et de neutralité. Pour les besoins de
tests de validations nécessaires des équipements, nous avons développé l’"Open
Source Network Tester" (OSNT), un système entièrement open source "hardware" de
génération et de capture de trafic. Avant la mise en œuvre d’équipement Openflow
comme Umbrella, Nous avons rajouté à OSNT l"OpenFLow Operations Per Second
Turbo" (OFLOPS Turbo) pour évaluer les commutateurs OpenFlow 10Gbps.
Le dernier chapitre présente le déploiement de l’architecture "Umbrella" en produc-
tion sur un point d’échange régional. Les outils de test que nous avons développés
ont été utilisés pour vérifier les équipements déployés en production. Ce point
d’échange, stable depuis maintenant un an, est entièrement géré et contrôlé par une
seule application Web remplaçant tous les systèmes complexes et propriétaires de
gestion utilisés précédemment.
ix

Résume etendu
0.1 Introduction
De nos jours, l’Internet a révolutionné les communications et devient le moyen de
communication préféré. L’Internet est crucial pour notre vie quotidienne, ainsi que
pour l’économie financière mondialisée. Le trafic Internet mondial est en croissance
exponentielle [@24] [@48]
Pour faire face à l’augmentation du trafic et des services réseau et les problèmes
questions topologiques de l’Internet, points d’échange Internet (IXP) ont été conçus
et sont en remplaçant le modèle de transit mondial de l’Internet. IXP sont des
tissus où les fournisseurs de services Internet, les transporteurs, les fournisseurs de
contenu et d’autres sociétés Internet se réunissent pour échanger du trafic. IXP sont
essentiels pour l’évolution de l’Internet comme ils autorisent une bande passante
élevée faible latence et peu coûteux peering de trafic local par opposition au trafic
de transit. Aujourd’hui, il y a déjà des centaines de IXP partout dans monde,
principalement situés dans les grandes villes dans les pays développés. Les petites
et moyennes villes souvent encore comptent sur peerings commerciaux pour leur
trafic local pour atteindre IXP, même si leurs emplacements physiques sont très
proches. Aujourd’hui, un grand IXP européen doit gérer le trafic Internet mondial
de 2013 [@7]. Dans quelques années, plus de la moitié du trafic Internet mondial
sera échangé localement dans les régions métropolitaines au lieu d’être transportés à
travers des liens long-courriers. Points d’échange Internet (IXP) sont l’essence même
de l’Internet.
IXP sont des équipements métropolitains neutres où tous les types et tailles de
réseaux peuvent échanger le trafic à travers les interconnexions "peering". Le service
fondamental offert par IXP est une couche 2 matrice de commutation partagée
qui est difficile à l’échelle et à gérer. Les solutions d’aujourd’hui ne parviennent
pas à répondre à certaines des exigences de base [43]. Ils sont rigides, proprié-
taires, avec des implémentations fermées. Les fournisseurs de réseaux sont aux
prises avec la construction d’équipements avec leur contrôle et plan de données
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couplé, ce qui provoque la plupart des limitations. opérateurs IXP maintiennent
leurs dispositifs de tissu de commutation, configuration chacun manuellement. Ce
processus prend du temps, imprécis et coûteux. Les équipes de l’opérateur IXP
sont généralement composées d’ingénieurs hautement qualifiés pour être en mesure
de déployer et d’opérations de soutien. Ceci est en contraste avec la nature des
IXP qui sont habituellement pas d’organisations sans but lucratif. Une partie du
problème provient du trafic lieu de découverte (de diffusion). Le trafic de diffusion
est cruciale pour le tissu de commutation à exécuter. Il doit être manipulé de façon
très spécifique, car il peut consommer des ressources critiques de tout le dispositif
des opérateurs connectés. Dans certaines circonstances, il peut même causer des
opérations complètes de IXP pour arrêter. Certaines solutions et architecture de
réseau existent, mais ils ne sont pas parfaits cite Boteanu2013 [@63] [@6]. plan
de contrôle distribué ou approche centralisée ne se concentre sur la fiabilité de
robustesse. Le plein potentiel de la programmation à partir de zéro à une fonction
spécifique avec RPS (un plan de données) optimise la solution. Logiciel Présentation
Defined Networking (SDN) en IXP est une solution prometteuse pour les questions
de gestion de tissu de longue date et il a également été prouvé pour améliorer
routage inter-domaine [32] [38] [39].
Le reste de cette thèse est organisé comme suit: le chapitre 2 présente le contexte
spécifique de l’origine de l’Internet sur les écosystèmes IXP, les types d’organisations
et de l’environnement technique. La dernière section du chapitre présente pourquoi
NRS existe et ses avantages. Dans le chapitre 3, nous présentons Parapluie, une
interconnexion tissu NRS fiable qui complète et renforce les efforts de RPS précédents.
Parapluie revisite la séparation du contrôle et plan de données au sein du tissu
d’interconnexion, à la fois pour augmenter la robustesse et la fiabilité du chemin
de données. Nous proposons un nouveau tissu RPS qui est évolutive, fiable, et
avec le soutien accru des applications de RPS avancées avec de fortes attentes en
matière de plan de contrôle. Le besoin d’outils capables d’évaluer les performances
des nouvelles solutions de RPS conduisent à la définition et à la mise en œuvre
de nouveaux systèmes de test de réseau et de mesures. En effet, les solutions
propriétaires ont donné lieu à être trop cher et pas assez souple, tandis que la
solution open source de logiciels basée non évolutive assez. Dans ce scénario, le
chapitre 4 présente l’architecture de l’Open Source Network Tester (OSNT) et des
opérations par seconde OpenFlow Turbo. Les deux systèmes, mis en œuvre sur le
matériel reconfigurable (NetFPGA-10G), se sont révélés être évolutive et flexible.
Enfin, le chapitre 5 rapports, le travail qui a été fait pour migrer le IXP TouIX situé à
Toulouse, France à partir d’un traditionnel à un IXP OpenFlow complète en utilisant
l’architecture Umbrella. Nous avons développé une application Web NRS TouSIX-
Manager pour fournir un point de gestion unique pour tous les membres. Tous
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les membres peuvent configurer le tissu directement d’une manière très basique et
surveiller le trafic échangé en détail.
La première partie de ce travail a été réalisé dans le cadre du 7e PC ALIEN 1 accordée
par l’Union européenne (Grant Agr. N ° 317880). Le projet ALIEN, terminé en
octobre 2014, a livré un mécanisme innovant d’abstraction réseau ciblant le contrôle
et la gestion convergence et l’interopérabilité des éléments de réseau hétérogènes,
construire des bases solides pour Software Defined Networks.
La seconde moitié de la thèse a été soutenue par le ENDEAVOUR H2020 projet 2
(Grant Agr. N ° 644960). L’objectif de ENDEAVOUR est d’aborder les limites actuelles
du modèle d’interconnexion Internet, ainsi que la création d’opportunités pour de
nouveaux services, ce qui porte la possibilité de nouveaux modèles économiques
autour des écosystèmes déjà établis.
0.2 Contexte
0.2.1 Les points d’échange Internet
Les avantages des IXPs ?
Réduction du coût d’exploitation. Direct a échangé le trafic entre les réseaux
ramène le coût au prix simple de l’infrastructure partagée. Pour qu’une ISP abaisse
son accès de transit coûté pour accéder à l’Internet, un tel trafic échangé direct est
avantageux.
maintenant le trafic local et réduisant la latence. Interconnexion directe de
réseau de facilité d’IXPs. Les liens directs créés entre eux permettent au trafic de
demeurer local et expédié avec la plus basse possible latence. La latence est le temps
s’est écoulée pour transporter des paquets d’IP de la source à la destination.
plus d’autonomie et de meilleur contrôle de ressources propres du réseau.
L’interconnexion par IXPs donne à des réseaux plus de contrôle de leurs ressources
et autonomie, y compris la gestion de trafic et le cheminement, car elle diminue
la dépendance du réseau sur de tiers fournisseurs. Les ISPs qui juste emploient le
fournisseur de transit et ne scrutent pas directement ou ne se relient pas à un IXP,
dépendent entièrement du fournisseur de transit. En plus la communauté sociale
créée autour du d’ixps apportent certains avantages humains.
1http://www.fp7-alien.eu/
2http://h2020-endeavour.eu/
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plus de robustesse et de stabilité pour l’Internet local. L’augmentation du
nombre de liaison directe entre les réseaux augmente la robustesse et la stabilité
de l’Internet dans le cas des interruptions de réseau, déni de service des attaques
(DOS). Une partie du plus grand servir d’IXPs de point de rencontre à plus de 800
réseaux. La compréhension de l’impact que ixps ayez sur le régional et des niveaux
locaux est évidente en soi quand la croissance et la connectivité des réseaux sont
divisées dedans au fil du temps.
permettez la concurrence en soutenant de nouveaux et plus petits débutants
de fournisseur. IXPs peut faciliter la concurrence en aidant l’entrée de nouveaux
prestataires de service réduisent des coûts d’accès. Par exemple, les nouveaux venus
ne doivent pas établir leurs propres réseaux pour atteindre les autres réseaux qu’ils
sont échange actuel à l’ à ixp. D’ailleurs, ixp fournit généralement un point neutre
d’échange du trafic tandis que l’interconnexion bilatérale avec des fonctionnaires
et/ou de plus grands réseaux peut inclure d’autres barrières de l’accès au coût. La
concurrence se développante est fréquemment un objectif fondamental de politique
des marchés de télécommunication libéralisés et des décisionnaires sont souvent
amenés par l’effet secondaire autorégulateur de ixps. Ixp peut attirer le contenu et
d’autres prestataires de service. Par exemple, certains des grands réseaux satisfaits
de la livraison n’étaient pas intéressés à scruter à tous les Français ISPs mais aidé et
poussé à créer un Internet neutre à Paris. Ixp l’a facilité pour apporter le contenu
plus près du marché le cite OECD2013.
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Conclusion
Cette thèse discute l’importance de la programmabilité dans le tissu de réseau.
L’importance solidement croissante des points d’échange d’Internet dans l’écosystème
d’Internet d’un côté et la programmabilité présentée par Le paradigme de SDN de
l’autre, ont ouvert de nouvelles possibilités à un niveau d’inter-domaine.
Dans ce scénario, nous avons façonné un nouveau fabrique de commutation SDN-
permis d’échange qui est fiable, facile à contrôler mais les la plupart d’une manière
primordiale entièrement programmable. La conception de réseaux du parapluie SDN
donne une séparation plus forte du contrôle et des données fonctionnalités plates,
menant à une évolutivité, à une fiabilité, et à une administration augmentées. Nous
avons proposé une nouvelle approche à la gestion d’IXP qui accroît la programmabil-
ité de SDN pour aborder une partie du contrôle directement dans l’avion de données.
Un avantage significatif de parapluie est qu’il enlève tout le trafic d’émission. Le
parapluie de intégration dans l’architecture d’aujourd’hui d’IXP est simple comme
nous maintenons une séparation stricte entre les fonctions de la couche 2 et de la
couche 3.
Cette thèse reconnaît également l’importance de la surveillance continue et de
l’essai de réseau pour la production de niveau architectures. Nous avons étudié
et architected de nouveaux prototypes pour l’open-source surveillant et examinant
(par exemple, OSNT et OFLOPS). Spécialement, l’architecture d’OSNT permet une
combinaison flexible des canalisations de paquet-traitement de multiple utilisant
un nouveau technique de virtualisation. La solution proposée n’est pas liée à un
matériel de détail (bien qu’elle a été développée dessus la plate-forme de NetFPGA)
et devrait pouvoir fournir la flexibilité et la polyvalence à travers une gamme des
utilisations. OFLOPS augmente OSNT en fournissant un outil pour la communauté
d’OpenFlow afin d’acquérir une meilleure compréhension de l’impact de représen-
tation d’OpenFlow les réalisations et motivent la communauté de l’essai rigoureux
d’OpenFlow.
En conclusion, cette thèse démontre le caractère pratique de l’approche de parapluie
dans un scénario réel. Un des résultats principaux de cette thèse est en effet TouSIX,
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l’IXP européen d’abord SDN-permis. Dans le dernier chapitre, nous avons présenté
travaillez engagé plus en détail à émigrer le tissu de commutation de legs dans le
parapluie. TouSIX avait fonctionné pour plus qu’une année et s’est avéré augmenter
la stabilité, administration, et surveillance. De ce fait démontrant l’applicabilité
et les avantages pratiques d’une telle solution. En conséquence, TouSIX accroît
maintenant entièrement OpenFlow pour ses opérations de jour en jour. Pour les
travaux futurs, nous viserons des solutions pour améliorer l’évolutivité du La solution
de SDN/OpenFlow, aussi bien que présentent des manières pour fixer un IXP si basé
sur SDN.
Je crois que c’est la première étape vers un nouveau concept du tissu de réseau, qui
n’est plus contraint par détail de vendeur protocoles. La solution d’Open Source et
de boîtier blanc utilisée dans notre approche peut réduire des coûts d’exploitation et
réduire des honoraires d’accès pour tous les membres. Je pense que la simplification
du commutateur de noyau de tissu d’IXPs avec les 3 étapes heuristiques proposées
par le parapluie pourrait rigoureusement réduire frais de gestion sur enlever com-
plètement toute interface de gestion. Programmation de tous les de l’expédition et
décisions de chemin au bord du tissu réduit la quantité de la demande de contrôle
de manière significative.
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1Introduction
„On-line man-computer communication requires
much development before men and computers
can work together effectively in formulative
thinking and intuitive problem solving.
— J.C.R. Licklider and Welden E.Clark
(MIT - BBN (1962))
Nowadays, the Internet has revolutionized communications and is becoming the
preferred medium of communication. The Internet is crucial for our everyday life as
well as for the globalized financial economy. The global Internet traffic is growing
exponentially[@24] [@48].
To face topological traffic engineering and network service issues of the Internet,
Internet eXchange Points (IXP) have been designed and are replacing the global
transit model of the Internet. IXPs are fabrics where Internet Service Providers,
carriers, content providers and other Internet companies come together to exchange
traffic. IXPs are essential for the Internet evolution as they empower high bandwidth
low latency and inexpensive local traffic peering as opposed to transit traffic. Today
there are already hundreds of IXPs around the world, mainly located in big cities in
developed countries. Small and medium-sized cities often still rely on commercial
peerings for their local traffic to reach IXPs, even if their physical locations are
very close. Today, a large European IXP has to handle the 2013’s global Internet
traffic[@7]. In a few years, more than half of the global Internet traffic will be
exchanged locally in metropolitan areas instead of being transported through long-
haul links. Internet eXchange Points (IXPs) are the essence of the Internet.
IXPs are neutral metropolitan facilities where all types and sizes of networks can
exchange traffic through "peering" interconnections. The fundamental service of-
fered by IXPs is a shared layer 2 switching fabric that is hard to scale and to manage.
Today’s solutions fail to address some of the basic requirements [43] . They are
inflexible, proprietary, with closed implementations. The networking vendors are
struggling with building equipment with their control and data plane coupled, caus-
ing most of the limitations. IXPs operators maintain their switching fabric devices,
configuring each of it manually. This process is time-consuming, inaccurate and
expensive. IXPs operator teams are usually composed of highly skilled engineers
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to be able to deploy and support operations. This is in contrast with the nature of
IXPs which are usually no profit organizations. Part of the issue comes from the
location discovery traffic (broadcast). Broadcast traffic is crucial for the switching
fabric to run. It needs to be handled in very specific manner because it can consume
critical resources from all the connected operators device. In some circumstances, it
can even cause the complete IXP operations to stop. Some solutions and network
architecture exist, but they are not perfect [17] [@63] [@6]. Distributed control
plane or centralized approach does focus on reliability robustness. The full potential
of programming from scratch to a specific function with SDN (a data plane) opti-
mizes the solution. Introducing Software Defined Networking (SDN) into IXPs is a
promising solution to long-standing fabric management issues and it has also been
proved to enhance inter-domain routing [32] [38] [iSDX].
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: chapter 2 introduces the specific
context from the origins of the Internet to the IXPs ecosystems, types of organiza-
tions and technical environment. The last section of the chapter introduces why
SDN exists and its benefits. In chapter 3, we present Umbrella, a reliable SDN
interconnection fabric that complements and enhances previous SDN efforts. Um-
brella revisits the separation of control and data plane within the interconnection
fabric, to increase both robustness and reliability of the data path. We propose a
new SDN fabric which is scalable, reliable, and with enhanced support of advanced
SDN applications with strong control plane expectations. The need for tools capable
of evaluating the performances of new SDN solutions lead to the definition and
implementation of new systems for network testing and measurements. Indeed,
proprietary solutions resulted in being too expensive and not flexible enough, while
software based open source solution not scalable enough. In this scenario, chapter
4 presents the architecture of the Open Source Network Tester (OSNT) and Open-
FLow Operations Per Second Turbo. Both systems, implemented on reconfigurable
hardware (NetFPGA-10G), proved to be scalable and flexible.
Finally, chapter 5 reports the work that has been done to migrate the TouIX IXP
located in Toulouse, France from a traditional to a full OpenFlow IXP using the
Umbrella architecture. We have developed an SDN Web application TouSIX-Manager
to provide a single point of management for all the members. All members can
configure the fabric directly in a very basic way and monitor the traffic exchanged in
detail.
The initial part of this work was conducted within the framework of the FP7 ALIEN 1
granted by the EU (Grant Agr. No. 317880). The ALIEN project, finished in Oct 2014,
delivered an innovative network abstraction mechanism targeting the control and
1http://www.fp7-alien.eu/
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management convergence and interoperability of heterogeneous network elements,
building strong foundations for Software Defined Networks.
The second half of the thesis was supported by the ENDEAVOUR H2020 project
2 (Grant Agr. No. 644960). The objective of ENDEAVOUR is to address current
limitations of the Internet interconnection model, as well as creating opportunities
for novel services, bringing the possibility for new economic models around the
ecosystems already established.
2http://h2020-endeavour.eu/
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2Context
„Celui qui trouve sans chercher est celui qui a
longtemps cherché sans trouver.
— Gaston Bachelard
(Philosopher)
2.1 The Internet
2.1.1 Definition of Internet
The Internet is a global network composed of many voluntarily interconnected
autonomous networks. This 1995 definition of the Internet was proposed by the US
Federal Networking Council (FNC) [@33] :
"Internet" refers to the global information system that :
1. is logically linked together by a globally unique address space based on the
Internet Protocol (IP) or its subsequent extensions/follow-ons;
2. is able to support communications using the Transmission Control Proto-
col/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) suite or its subsequent extensions/follow-ons,
and/or other IP-compatible protocols; and
3. provides, uses or makes accessible, either publicly or privately, high level
services layered on the communications and related infrastructure described
herein."
2.1.2 Brief history of the Internet
The Internet revolution can be compared to the printing revolution with Johannes
Gutenberg or closer to us the invention of the telegraph, the radio and the television.
But with computers, the Internet represents one of the most successful examples of
benefits for our society.
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Origins of the internet The first person to publicly mentions social interaction that
could be derived from networking was in a series of memos by J.C.R Licklider of
MIT in August 1962 [@56] . He presented his views of a "Galactic Network" concept.
What he described was a global network of computers, where users can access data
and programs from everywhere.
The first paper about packet switching theory was published in 1961 by Leonard
Kleinrock from MIT [53]. In the middles of the 60’s different experiments were
conducted at MIT, proving the feasibility of the packet switching concept. At the end
of the 60’s Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) put together the
first plan for the "Advanced Research Projects Agency Network" ARPANET[89]. The
DARPA is a U.S. Department of Defense agency responsible for the development of
emerging technologies for military usage. ARPANET started to interconnect academic
institutions using the first packet switch called Interface Message Processors (IMP)
from Bolt Beranek and Newman (BBN) an MIT company. Computers were added
quickly to the ARPANET during the following years, and work proceeded to fullfil a
functionally complete Host-to-Host protocol and other network software. This Host-
to-Host protocol, was called the Network Control Protocol (NCP). In 1972 Robert
Khan (a DARPA Engineer) organized a large, very successful demonstration of the
ARPANET at the International Computer Communication Conference (ICCC).
The "Internetting" foundation concepts The original ARPANET grew to become
the Internet. Internet was based on the idea that there would be multiple inde-
pendent networks of satellite networks, ground-based packet radio networks and
other network interconnected through packet switching. The approach, is know as
open-architecture networking. The Open-architecture networking is the keystone
of the Internet foundation. It comes from the Robert Khan approach [103] during
the early age of ARPANET, which would allow computers and networks all over the
world to communicate with each other, regardless of what hardware or software the
computers on each network used. It operates without a central governing body.
Four ground rules were critical to Kahn’s early thinking:
• Each distinct network would have to stand on its own and no internal changes
could be required for any such network to connect it to the Internet.
• Communications would be performed on a best effort basis. If a packet didn’t
make it to the final destination, it would shortly be retransmitted from the
source.
• Black boxes would be used to connect the networks. These would later be
called gateways and routers. There would be no information retained by the
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gateways about the individual flows of packets passing through them, thereby
keeping them simple.
• There would be no global control at the operations level.
Around 1973, Vinton Cerf and Robert Khan started to work together on the Trans-
mission Control Protocol for the Internet Protocol. Based on this initial work, a
few implementations of the TCP/IP protocols suite were developed [22]. This was
the beginning of a long period of experimentation and development to evolve and
mature the Internet concepts and technology. In 1983, NCP was replaced by TCP/IP
for ARPANET [66].
During this period, the size of the Internet increased, and also challenged the capa-
bilities of the routers. Originally, there was a single distributed routing algorithm for
routing that was implemented by all routers in the Internet. As the number of net-
works in the Internet exploded, this initial design could not expand as necessary, so
it was replaced by a hierarchical model of routing, with an Interior Gateway Protocol
(IGP) used inside each region of the Internet, and an Exterior Gateway Protocol
(EGP) used to tie the regions together. This design permitted different regions to
use a different IGP, so that different requirements for cost, rapid reconfiguration,
robustness, and scale could be accommodated.
NSF, The US National Science Foundation started in 1985 the NSFNET program.
TCP/IP was mandatory to interconnect with NSFNET. In 1986 the Internet Engineer-
ing Task Force (IETF) was created to coordinate standardization effort. One of the
first Request For Comments (RFC) out from the recent IETF is the "Requirements
for Internet Gateways". The RFC985 defines the first Gateway to interconnect the
ARPANET and NSFNET.
Various US Federal agencies started to interconnect together and to managed "inter-
connection points" for interagency traffic. The Federal Internet Exchanges (FIX-E
and FIX-W) were built for this purpose. They served as models for the Network
Access Points and "Internet eXchange Point" (IXP) facilities, the glue that binds of
today’s Internet architecture.
The pressing question for the future of the Internet is not how technology will
become, but how the process of change and the evolution itself will be managed.
The architecture of the Internet has always been handled by a core group of architects,
but the form of that group has changed as the number of interested parties has
grown [76]. Researchers are now pushing for a paradigm change in networking.
What we can retain from the History of the Internet The openness principle
at the origin of the Internet is a practical demonstration of what works in inter-
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networking. The Internet and its "gateways" have evolved and in the next section we
will see how. In the next sections we describe how the Internet traffic and number of
autonomous systems grow.
2.2 How is Internet traffic evolving ?
To date, 3,34 billion people are using the Internet. This represents a bit more than
40 percent of the human population. The graph from Figure 2.1 [@48] represents
the distribution of global Information and Communications Technology (ICT) per
type of access.
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Fig. 2.1: Percentage of worldwide population accessing ICT from 2001 to 2015 - source ITU
There are two major rising trends : the active mobile-broadband (from the GSM
Association 1 4G-LTE and the future 5G) and the Internet of Things IoT (IoT refers
to physical objects : vehicles, embedded electronics, and sensors more able to
communicate through Internet). By 2020 experts estimate that the IoT will consist
of almost 50 billion objects[@25].
Internet traffic forecast
The Internet traffic forecast from Cisco’s Visual Networking Index [@46] predicts
how and where the Internet traffic will grow:
1http://www.gsma.com/
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Global IP traffic has increased more than fivefold in the past 5 years, and will
increase nearly threefold over the next 5 years. Overall, IP traffic will grow at a
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 23 percent from 2014 to 2019.
Metro traffic will surpass long-haul traffic in 2015, and will account for 66
percent of the total IP traffic by 2019. Globally, metro traffic will grow nearly
twice as fast as long-haul traffic from 2014 to 2019. The higher growth in metro
networks is due in part to the increasingly significant role of content delivery
networks, which bypass long- haul links and deliver traffic to metro and regional
backbones.
Traffic from wireless and mobile devices will exceed traffic from wired devices
by 2019. By 2019, wired devices will account for 33 percent of IP traffic, while
Wi-Fi and mobile devices will account for 66 percent of IP traffic. In 2014, wired
devices accounted for the majority of IP traffic with 54 percent.
Regional Highlights
From Cisco’s Visual Networking Index [@46] a highlight per region:
IP traffic is growing fastest in the Middle East and Africa, followed by Asia
Pacific. Traffic in the Middle East and Africa will grow at a CAGR of 44 percent
between 2014 and 2019.
IP traffic in North America will reach 49.7 exabytes per month by 2019, at a
CAGR of 20 percent. Monthly Internet traffic in North America will generate 9
billion DVDs’ worth of traffic, or 35.4 exabytes per month.
IP traffic in Western Europe will reach 24.7 exabytes per month by 2019, at a
CAGR of 21 percent. Monthly Internet traffic in Western Europe will generate 5
billion DVDs’ worth of traffic, or 20.8 exabytes per month.
IP traffic in Asia Pacific will reach 54.4 exabytes per month by 2019, at a CAGR
of 21 percent. Monthly Internet traffic in Asia Pacific will generate 11 billion DVDs’
worth of traffic, or 44.1 exabytes per month.
IP traffic in Latin America will reach 12.9 exabytes per month by 2019, at a
CAGR of 25 percent. Monthly Internet traffic in Latin America will generate 3
billion DVDs’ worth of traffic, or 11.3 exabytes per month.
IP traffic in Central and Eastern Europe will reach 16.9 exabytes per month by
2019, at a CAGR of 33 percent. Monthly Internet traffic in Central and Eastern
Europe will generate 4 billion DVDs’ worth of traffic, or 15.8 exabytes per month.
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IP traffic in the Middle East and Africa will reach 9.4 exabytes per month by
2019, at a CAGR of 44 percent. Monthly Internet traffic in the Middle East and
Africa will generate 2 billion DVDs’ worth of traffic, or 8.8 exabytes per month.
Internet growth is exponential. Not only because of the evolution of Internet usage,
but also because a significant number of the global population is still left unconnected.
The metro traffic is growing more rapidly than the long distance one, as the network
content is moving closer to the users.
How is the number of Autonomous Systems growing ?
The Internet expansion is also supported by the creation of new autonomous systems.
Definition (AS): An Autonomous Systems (AS) is the unit of administrative policy,
either a single network or a group of networks that is controlled by a common
network administrator (or group of administrators) on behalf of a single administra-
tive entity (such as a university, a business enterprise, or a business division). As
seen on Figure 2.2 1996 to present, we can observe a regular rate of new entering
autonomous systems with a bit more than 2000 per year [@24].
Fig. 2.2: Number of unique Internet Autonomous System - source CIDR-REPORT
How is growing traffic at large IXPs
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The traffic from the largest european IXP, as see in Figure 2.3 [@7] increases
exponentially . From the Cisco VNI archive, the total monthly accumulated Internet
traffic for early 2013 was less than the traffic exchanged at the beginning of 2016 at
AMS-IX. Almost 800 autonomous systems connected mid 2016 2.
Not all IXPs provided statistics on their accumulated total monthly traffic exchanged.
As seen in Figure 2.4 we can observe the terabits per second over five minute period.
Large european IXP carry more than 5 terabits per second of peak traffic daily.
Fig. 2.3: Total monthly traffic in PetaBytes at AMS-IX
2.2.1 subsection conclusion
More and more people use Internet transported through the Internet. New network
operators are appearing at a constant rate. There is still more than half of the
worldwide population waiting to be connected to the Internet. This growth needs to
be settled in metro areas, where a major part of the traffic is concentrated locally.
In the next sections, we will look at IXPs which ease interconnecting those diverse
networks and contents.
2https://ams-ix.net/
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Fig. 2.4: Total traffic in TeraBits per second at DE-CIX Frankfurt
2.3 Internet eXchange Points introduction
The definition of an Internet Exchange Point
“Autonomous Systems” has the meaning given in BCP6/RFC19303 , “Guidelines for
creation, selection, and registration of an Autonomous System (AS)”.
The Euro-IX4 definition of an Internet Exchange Point :
An Internet Exchange Point (IXP) is a network facility that enables the interconnection
and exchange of Internet traffic between more than two independent Autonomous
Systems.
An IXP provides interconnection only for Autonomous Systems.
An IXP does not require the Internet traffic passing between any pair of participating
Autonomous Systems to pass through any third Autonomous Systems, nor does it alter
or otherwise interfere with such traffic.
“Independent” means Autonomous Systems that are operated by organizational
entities with separate legal personality.
The Internet is a large network of networks, a global communication network
composed of thousands of individual networks interconnected in a densely populated
3https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1930
4http://euro-ix.net/
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mesh. Each of the networks is, in some form, a portion of the Internet. Different
kinds of networks exist; for instance, consider networks with various users, services
or resources. To effectively be part of the Internet, each network needs to be able
to send and receive traffic to and from any other network. Different networks can
interoperate if and only if they all speak the same language: IP.
Internet exchange points are physical locations where networks interconnect and
exchange traffic with each other. The practice of exchanging traffic between and
among networks at an IXP is called peering. Internet service providers (ISPs) peer
at IXPs, where they exchange traffic that originate from other networks or from
other customer’s networks. Peering is largely based on voluntary agreements by
both networks as a result of acknowledging the value of being directly connected:
IP packets are routed directly using the shortest and cheapest path between both
networks. By exchanging traffic at an IXP, ISPs do not have to build out their
networks to all their “peers,” which cuts costs, frees up money, labor, resources, and
allows for a more competitive market environment.
The Internet is large in scale and geographically spread over countries and continents.
As a consequence, a majority of the networks cannot interconnect directly. Thus,
most networks must use a third-party network to route packets to and from the rest
of the Internet. This commercial service is known as "transit" and typically involves
a payment based on a contractual obligation as opposed to settlement-free peering.
This point is especially significant for networks in countries without IXPs that are
more likely to route inter-network traffic via expensive transit facilities.
Lastly, IXPs and the dense interconnection network have increased the resilience of
the European Internet. This density has helped the European Internet work through
major events such as 9/11 and large scale outages in commercial networks, which
has allowed the network and content delivery to continue to function. It is an aspect
often overlooked but IXPs and interconnections play a crucial role in securing the
Internet and all the applications that depend on it.
2.3.1 What are the benefits of an IXP?
Reduction of a network’s operational cost. Direct exchanged traffic between
networks reduces cost to the single price of the shared infrastructure. For an ISP to
lower its transit access cost to access the Internet, such direct exchanged traffic is
advantageous.
Keeping traffic local and reducing latency. IXPs ease direct network interconnec-
tion. The direct links created between them allow the traffic to remain local and
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forwarded with the lowest possible latency. Latency is the time elapsed to transport
IP packets from the source to the destination.
More autonomy and better control of network’s own resources. Interconnect-
ing through IXPs gives networks more control over their resources and autonomy,
including traffic management and routing, as it decreases the network’s dependency
on third-party providers. ISPs that just use transit provider and do not peer directly
or connect to an IXP, are fully dependent on the transit provider. Additionally the
social community created around the IXPs bring certain human benefits.
More robustness and stability for the local Internet. Increasing the number of
direct connection between networks increases the robustness and stability of the
Internet in the case of network interruptions, denial of service (DoS) attacks. Some of
the largest IXPs serve as a meeting point to more than 800 networks. Understanding
the impact that IXPs have on both the regional and local levels is self-evident when
the growth and connectivity of networks are divided in over time.
Enable competition by supporting new and smaller provider entrants. IXPs
can facilitate competition by helping the entrance of new service providers reduce
access costs. For example, new entrants do not have to build out their own networks
to reach the other networks they are exchanging present at an IXP. Moreover, an IXP
commonly provides a neutral traffic exchange point while bilateral interconnection
with officials and/or larger networks can both include other barriers from access
to cost. Developing competition is frequently a fundamental policy objective of
liberalized telecommunication markets and policymakers are often brought by the
self-regulatory secondary effect of IXPs. An IXP can attract content and other service
providers. For example, some of the large content delivery networks were not
interested in peering to all french ISPs but helped and pushed to create a neutral
internet in Paris. The IXP made it easier to bring content closer to the market [70].
IXP operator. The IXP operator is responsible for the operation, management,
maintenance and budgeting of the IXP’s infrastructure. The IXP operator is not
in charge of the operation and maintenance of third-party equipment located at
the IXP (e.g., member routers, servers). This includes the cabling and switching
equipment that composes the core of the IXP, but can also incorporate other services
such as : servers, route servers, route collectors, reverse domain name system
(DNS), time-servers and the IXPs’ website, AS112 service. Responsibilities can
also include working with the building operator to provide racks, power, cooling,
security, and other infrastructure requirements of the IXP. The IXP operator is
generally responsible for promoting the IXP and encouraging members, approved
by the other partners in the IXP community. Furthermore, the IXP operator also
works alongside participating members network operators at the IXP to make sure
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that operations run easily, equipment is connected and configured correctly, and to
manage technical support inquiries. The operator provides the necessary information
and technical documentation upon request. The operator will consult and involve the
IXPs’ members to cooperate and grant policy and governance for the IXP, with other
concerns and topics, through member meetings. While engagement and consultation
are essential for any successful IXP, the way in which members are associated with
the policy depends mainly on the chosen business models and governance as well as
how the IXP is founded from the beginning.
IXP members/participants. A network operator can manage any network such
as a government network, university or National Research, ISP network, private
enterprise network (e.g., that of a bank), or a content distribution network (CDN)
and Education Network (NREN). Many IXPs receive their funding from network
operators peering at the IXP. The IXPs’ funding model and the role the members play
in the IXP, will depend on a large degree of its business models and governance.
To connect to the IXP, a network operator must establish its network to the IXP
from its nearest Point of Presence (PoP), including connectivity to the IXP (e.g., dark
fiber, microwave link or leased line), and place equipment at the IXP. The network
operator must also arrange peering agreements with other network operators and
configure its router(s) accordingly. It must then provide ongoing maintenance and
management. The network operator should also monitor its traffic.
Building and facilities operator. The IXP neutrality of the IXP location is one of
the most crucial parts. All the existing PoPs in a given metropolitan area require the
presence of the IXP for every potential participant. Physical access to the IXP fabric is
the key point of neutrality (in addition to neutral management of the IXP). In some
circumstances, the IXP can rely on the facility operator for other infrastructures such
as racks and cabling. The IXP operator needs to work with the facility operator to
plan for any extension or negotiate continuous fees for use. Additionally, an IXP has
to be located in a building with the adequate facilities to support it, which include
meeting its power, cooling, space and security needs.
The role of IXP associations (IXPAs). Internet exchange point associations (IXPAs)
have a significant role in developing best practice and knowledge exchange inside
the IXP community. They support their members in many ways like promoting IXP
to benefit the rest of the Internet community and to help them face their challenges.
The IXPAs are knowledge centers. The IXPAs recognized a need to combine their
resources to coordinate technical standards, develop common procedures, and share
and publish statistics. The IXPAs are:
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• For the African region : African AFIX 5
• For the Asia Pacific region: APIX 6
• For the European region: Euro-IX 7
• For the Latin American and Caribbean region : 8
The four IXPAs listed above have formed the Internet Exchange Point Federation (IX-
F) 9 to build a global IXP community and help the development of IXPs throughout
the world.
IXPAs provide support to IXPs by holding regular meetings. They maintain the IX-F
database (which is the only database maintained on IXPs). They operate mailing lists
where IXPs provide support to each other on a variety of topics technical, commercial,
and regulatory topics. They provide documentation for best practices and tools that
can be used by the networking community as well as IXPs.
2.3.2 IXPs in the world
IXPs operate in many countries around the globe. Figures 2.5 and 2.6 show the
localisation of IXPs in Europe and around the world per IXPAs affiliation. There are
518 IXPs Worldwide in 120 Countries and 348 Cities. For the European region there
are 217 IXPs in 49 Countries and 154 Cities [@31] [@78].
Emerging countries, small city operators and content delivery networks tend to
find agreements for opening new IXP facilities. The Internet infrastructure extends
and naturally interconnects locally pushed by the IXPs benefits. An IXPs can be
started with only a few resources [@86]. The hard part is getting the local network
operators community to acknowledge the mutual benefit of having an IXP to peer
between each others and exchange traffic.
2.3.3 IXP technical components
IXPs are not usually, engaged in the peering agreements between connected ISPs.
Whom an ISP peers with, and the conditions of that peering, are a matter for the
two ISPs involved. IXPs do however have conditions that an ISP must respect to
connect to the IXP. Also, since the physical network infrastructure is shared by all
5http://www.af-ix.net
6http://www.apix.asia
7http://www.euro-ix.net
8http://www.lac-ix.net
9http://www.ix-f.net/
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Fig. 2.5: EURO-IX map of the world IXPs per association affiliation - source EURO-IX
the connected ISPs, and activities of one ISP can affect the other connected ISPs, all
IXPs have rules that establish the correct usage of the IXP.
Ethernet IEEE MAC Bridges standard which includes Bridging, Spanning Tree and
others. It is standardized by the IEEE 802.1 working group.
Today’s IXPs are all using Ethernet bridging with the MAC learning algorithm main-
taining at least a single broadcast domain to enable the IXP members’s routers to
connect with each other. By MAC learning algorithm we mean to say the family
of Ethernet IEEE MAC Bridges standard which includes Bridging, Spanning Tree
and other. They are standardized by the IEEE 802.1 working group [@44]. IXPs
Ethernet switching fabric are based on Transparent bridges and are so called because
they appear as transparent to network hosts. When a transparent Bridge is powered
on, it inform itself of the host locations by examining the source MAC address of
incoming frames. For example, if a bridge views a frame arrive on port 1 from Host
A, the bridge assumes that Host A can be reached through the connection to port 1.
Through this process, transparent bridges build a table (the learning process). The
Bridge uses its table for forwarding . When an Ethernet frame is received on one of
the bridge’s port, the bridge looks up the frame’s destination MAC addresses in its
internal table if there is a match. If the table contains the MAC address between the
destination MAC address and any of the bridge’s ports aside from the one on which
the frame was received, the frame is forwarded out the designated port. If there is
no match, the frame is flooded to all ports except the inbound port. Broadcasts and
multicasts also are flooded in the same way.
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Fig. 2.6: EURO-IX map of the European IXPs per association affiliation - source EURO-IX
Not only can connectivity problems happen, but the reproduction of broadcast
messages in networks with loops is a serious network issue. The frames are forwarded
over and over again, using all available network bandwidth and block the entire
broadcast domain. If the original frame is an ARP broadcast packet, all the connected
hosts or routers will have to inspect all of them, which induces a very high usage of
their CPUs.
Anyway loops can be seen as multiple paths and a network with multiple paths,
from source to destination can improve overall network fault tolerance. Without a
bridge-to-bridge protocol, the transparent-bridge algorithm breaks if a bridging loop
is created.
On top of this interconnecting bridging domain, IXPs provide additional services,
and adopt different technologies and/or architectures for scaling and securing their
production environment. Below we will review possible technical solutions.
2.3.4 Interfaces Characteristics
IXPs have clear public rules for connecting to their infrastructure; this section reviews
the fundamentals.
The customer interface. A clear demarcation interface between the IXP services
and the members is required. It can be done either directly on the exchange or via
a common demarcation point. This rule of separation is essential to determine the
responsibility limits.
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Ethernet physical interface. IXPs offer IEEE 802.3 Ethernet connectivity on a
common switch infrastructure. Service offerings need to be available at least at the
following IEEE defined rates (most seen rate first):
• 802.3z 1GE,
• 802.3ae 10GE,
• 802.3ba 40G/100G.
Media type could vary from copper to multi- or mono- mode fiber.
Traffic allowed to be forwarded. Only specific frames are switched by the fabric.
The IXP fabric forwards frames with the following Ethernet types:
• 0x0800 – IPv4,
• 0x86dd – IPv6,
• 0x0806 – ARP.
MAC filtering. For security reason and to limit any other MAC to send unautho-
rized traffic, IXPs apply MAC address locking mechanism at the member interface
port. Only the authorized and well-known participants routers MAC address can be
forwarded by the switching fabric. Public VLANs. The IEEE 802.1q is a standard
supporting Virtual LANs (VLAN), using Ethernet frame tagging techniques, permit-
ting to have separated Layer 2 bridging domain on the same physical infrastructure
(e.g., IXPs use VLANs to separate between IPv4 and IPv6 traffic).
Private VLAN. Private traffic can be exchanged using a dedicated VLAN for two or
more members who want to privately interconnect. The private VLANs use the same
IEEE 802.1q standard but public traffic forwarded by the IXP switches needs to have
precedence over all private traffic. IXP members should dedicate and have separate
physical interfaces for their private traffic.
2.3.5 Interconnecting Links
IXPs are located in large and economically developed cities, where ISPs and others
operators (e.g., data centers, content providers) have infrastructures. In metropolitan
area fibers are expensive and reduce their cost and multiplexing optical equipment
are often use.
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Multiple Points of Presence architecture. IXPs are rarely present at a single
location. The PoPs are interconnected through various redundant paths. Different
architectures and distributed control plane protocols are used by IXPs to interconnect
between PoPs.
Layer 0 – Optical network. The IXP’s PoPs are interconnected with optical fibers,
which are subjected to stringent operational requirements such as optical path
redundancy, optical aggregation with wavelength multiplexing. These requirements
have pushed IXPs to use complex optical equipment. Multiplexing and optical path
failover techniques are the primary feature used here.
2.3.6 Layer 2 – Resiliency of Connectivity
The IXP switching platform needs a backplane capacity sufficiently large to handle
the aggregate traffic of all customers facing ports, without oversubscription. If
individual switching elements contain multiple switch fabric modules, the same
conditions apply during single component failures.
To maintain connectivity within the IXP fabric, IXPs typically use distributed Layer 2
protocols. Below we will review common technologies.
Spanning Tree. Spanning Tree is an example of old technology, but still the
only cross-platform dynamic solution available to operators of IXPs for dynamically
managing multiple redundant links in their architecture. The IEEE 802.1w Rapid
Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP) [@45] provides fast convergence in case of link
failure. Member interfaces need to be configured as end-stations that are permitted
to send frames without any convergence delay. RSTP has various drawbacks: for
example, there is no load sharing between links, backup links are not used to forward
traffic, and in some conditions (if a bridge still run Spanning Tree Protocol 802.1d
in the middle of the domain), the convergence time is rather long.
Operational requirements have driven IXPs to look into new overlay architectures
allowing them to resolve these scaling issues. The remainder of this section presents
various solutions, several of which are already in use today.
Virtual Private LAN Services (VPLS). The current common state-of-the-art for
providing a loop-free topology is VPLS, as defined in RFC4761 (VPLS using BGP
signaling) and RFC4762 (VPLS using LDP signaling) [55]. VPLS works by creating
an Ethernet broadcast domain on top of a mesh of Label Switched Paths (LSPs) in an
MPLS (MultiProtocol Label Switching) network. In addition to providing a loop-free
topology, VPLS also brings the possibility of balancing traffic over multiple distinct
paths in the network, so that redundant links are always used simultaneously.
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Transparent Interconnect of Lots of Links (TRILL). TRILL [81] is another ap-
proach to optimize traffic flows in switched Layer 2 environments. Much like a
VPLS-based topology, TRILL provides an optimal forwarding path through the net-
work for unicast traffic in an “all links active” topology. One of the advantages of
TRILL is that it does not require overlaying the Layer 2 service onto an IP substrate.
Virtual Extensible LAN (VXLAN). VXLAN [62] is a technique to tag frames and
transport them with UDP. VXLAN discovers and authenticates tunnel endpoints
dynamically end to end. The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) control plane is used to
learn and distribute both MAC and IP addresses to avoid the need for flood-and-learn
mechanisms. VXLAN uses multicast or unicast to minimize flooding and mitigate
ARP flooding.
Ethernet VPN (EVPN). EVPN is an Ethernet Layer 2 VPN (Virtual Private Network)
[94] solution that uses BGP as control plane for MAC address signaling and learning
over the network as well as for accessing topology and VPN endpoint discovery.
VPLS, VXLAN and EVPN are all running on top of a Layer 3 transport network. The
transport network can be constructed using a traditional IGP routing protocol such
as OSPF or IS-IS. These solutions come with per packets overheads as they use
tagging techniques to extended the network namespace.
2.3.7 Overview of the current solution complexity
Together with the OSI model abstraction layers Figure 2.7 [87] represents, how the
packets are forwarded through MPLS/VPLS based IXPs fabric. The VPLS and EVPN
that is actually the unique choice for the largest IXPs to scale are complex to install
and maintain. They require an IP routed network using ISIS or OSPF and MPLS
Label transport protocols. For VPLS to run, a large number of protocols need to be
configured. All the VPLS active nodes are functioning on top of a state machine that
is set up with a configuration file. IXPs need to maintain complex configuration files
that are specific per vendor and per node networks application software versions.
All maintenance change can cause the fabric to stop working if no precaution is
taken.
2.3.8 Layer 3 Domain
The typical way to establish connectivity between two IXP members is to establish a
direct BGP session between two of their respective border routers. Initially, if two
IXP members wanted to exchange traffic via the IXP’s switching fabric, they had to
establish a bi-lateral BGP peering session through the IXP. However, as IXPs grew
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Fig. 2.7: Layer abstraction representation of MPLS based IXP fabrics
in size, to be able to exchange traffic with most or all of the other members at an
IXP, and hence reap the benefits of its own membership, a member’s border router
had to maintain more and more individual BGP sessions. This started to create
administrative overhead, operational burden, and the potential of pushing some
router hardware to its limit.
Route Server (RS). To simplify routing for its members, IXPs introduced Route
Servers [42] and offered them as a free value-added service to their members.
In short, an IXP RS is a process that collects routing information from the RS’s
peers or participants (i.e., IXP members that connect to the RS), executes its own
BGP decision process, and re-advertises the resulting information (i.e., best route
selection) to all of the RS’s peer routers.
If a route server service is offered, it supports both IPv4 and IPv6 and 4-byte AS
numbers. The AS number used for the route server implementation is a unique AS
number assigned by one of the RIRs. For redundancy, at least two RS are operated
and are normally located in different PoPs.
The IXP IP space. In order to be independent of all of the connected parties, the
IP space used on the “Public Exchange” is a Provider Independent space or other IP
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space directly assigned by a IANA Regional Internet Registery (RIR). This applies to
both IPv4 and IPv6. The IXP operator is responsible for obtaining address space from
the respective RIR, as well as providing all material for justification, documentation,
and applicable fees as required by the RIR.
2.4 IXPs and Net Neutrality
The network neutrality is a sensitive topic [12] [105] and transparency is often
overlooked [77]. Transparency is what is required for a trustworthy neutral network.
Neutrality is crucial for IXPs due to the amount of traffic exchanged through their
facilities and the divergent operators, who are often competitors.
The simple definition network neutrality is: "the principle that all Internet packets
should be treated equally."
Network neutrality from the network model layers like OSI or IETF point of view,
advocates to operate a service at a certain network layer not to be influenced by any
data other than the data interpreted at that layer. The IXPs are a layer2 fabric and
need to stick to that layer to maintain a rigorous neutrality.
Accessing the IXP fabric is part of the neutrality. The locations of the IXPs fabric edge
switches are important. All located data centers within their geographic reach should
offer access to their switching fabric. To maintain their neutrality, IXPs non-profit
organizations aim for diversity without sacrificing quality. They typically deploy in
many different carrier-neutral facilities that are owned and operated by the different
leading commercial data center and collocation companies, some of which operate
successful for-profit IXPs themselves.
Due to their highly sensitive position in the Internet, IXPs have adopted a non profit
type of organization. Particularly for the largest ones [@4][@27][@57][@72].
They are strictly neutral (i.e., open to any network and independent of third-party
companies).
Network vendor lock-in is another relatively ignore aspect. Vendor lock-in makes
a customer dependent on a vendor for products and services, unable to use an-
other vendor without substantial switching costs. Network vendors have all their
management approach and common line interfaces. IXP operators hardly change
management philosophy and often remain attached to a specific "Command Line
Interface". Secondly, network vendors are implementing network application in
closed source using closed hardware [29]. IXPs also need to trust their network
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vendor [@14]. The major network vendors produced closed source and closed
source hardware box.
To help IXPs neutrality with a better vertical control of their entire stack of tools,
software, and hardware equipment should be open source. Neutrality comes from
transparency at all level, open source ease transparency.
2.5 The emerging new networking paradigm
Networking used to be simple. Nowadays, the number of control protocols defined
by IETF or IEEE are colossal. Configuring a network requires knowledge of those
control protocols work and how to configure them per vendor basis as there is no
standardized configuration interface. The Internet and networks work because of
the excellent operators abilities to master complexity. This paradigm change took
some time to happen it could be explained by : The capacity to master complexity is
not the same as extracting simplicity.
2.5.1 Abstractions Layers and network functions
Abstraction (from the Latin abs, meaning away from and trahere, meaning to draw)
is the process of taking away or removing characteristics from something in order
to reduce it to a set of essential characteristics. Through the process of abstraction,
a software programmer hides all but the relevant data about an object in order to
reduce complexity and increase efficiency.
Abstractions are key concept in programming [58] and in communication systems,
the conceptual model Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model is abstraction
layers. The OSI abstraction layers are stacking layers of communications functions.
It helps to visualize at the same layer end to end systems functions horizontally.
The OSI model was defined in the 70s, when the Internet was incipient. The OSI
model is still valid but history conducted networks vendors for many reasons to
build networks equipments vertically integrated. The control plane that decides how
to treat network traffic is bundled with the data plane which forwards this network
traffic based on the control plane decisions.
The control plane which decides what to do with network traffic and the data plane
that forwards that traffic are both tied together inside the networking equipment.
The best analogy to feel how it is to operate a network today, is to picture yourself
running through a glass maze. If you want to avoid collision you need to raise your
arms in front of youself and walk instead of running [13] [85] [35] [52]. This
situation reduces flexibility, delay innovation and any evolution of the network-
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ing infrastructure. Besides that, network equipment are still proprietary close box
and behave as old mainframe from the 70s, and are opposed to the open architec-
ture initiated at the beginning of the 80s. Today equipment combines proprietary
application-specific integrated circuit ASIC hardware, with closed often proprietary
operating systems and closed proprietary network application.
Computer networks can be broken in three planes of functionality: the data, control,
and management planes (the Fig. 2.8 give an illustration of he Layer network
functions). The data plane corresponds to the networking equipment, which are
responsible for forwarding data (often fully in hardware). The control plane serves
the protocols used to populate the forwarding tables of the data plane elements. The
management plane includes the software services, used to monitor remotely and
configure the control functionality. Network policy is defined in the management
plane, the control plane enforces the policy, and the data plane executes it by
forwarding data respectively.
Fig. 2.8: Layered view of the networking functionality
2.5.2 What is the SDN ?
We define SDN as a network architecture by these following four points. A simplified
view of this architecture is shown in Fig 2.9.
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1. The control and data planes are decoupled. Control functionalities are removed
from network nodes that will become dumb (packet) forwarding equipment.
2. Forwarding decisions are flow based, instead of destination based. A flow
is defined by a set of packet field values acting as a match (filter) criterion
and a set of actions (instructions). In the SDN/OpenFlow context, a flow is
a series of packets between a source and a destination. All packets of a flow
receive identical service policies at the forwarding devices [69] [36]. The
flow abstraction provides a unified behavior of different types of network
equipment, including switches, routers or firewalls and middleboxes [50].
Flow programming enables unparalleled versatility, restricted only by the
capabilities of the implemented flow tables [64].
3. Control logic is transferred to an external entity, the SDN Network Operating
System (NOS) or controller. The controller/NOS is a software platform that
runs on commodity servers and provides the fundamental abstractions and
resources to facilitate the programming of forwarding devices based on an
abstract network centralized view. It is designed as a traditional operating
system.
4. The network is programmable via software applications running on top of
the controller/NOS that communicates with the data plane devices. This is a
fundamental feature of SDN, considered as its main value statement.
2.5.3 OpenFlow
The decoupling between the the data plane and the control plane can be achieved by
means of a well-specified programming interface between the switches and the SDN
controller (as seen in Figure.2.9). The controller executes direct control across the
state in the data plane components via this well-specified application programming
interface (API). The most well-known example of such an API is OpenFlow [64]
[@73]. An OpenFlow switch has one or more tables of packet handling rules (flow
table). Each rule matches a subset of the traffic and performs matching and actions
functions (dropping, forwarding, adding or modifying packet fields).
Depending on the rules placed by a controller application, an OpenFlow switch can
be programmed to act as a router, a switch, a firewall or others type of network
devices.
OpenFlow is a standard communications interface defined [@73] between the
control and forwarding layers of an SDN architecture. OpenFlow allows direct
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Fig. 2.9: SDN architecture
access for manipulating the forwarding plane of network devices such as switches
and routers, both physical and virtual.
Section 2.3.7 shortly presents how complex large scale VPLS IXPs fabric are. Figure
2.10 presents with the same abstraction layer representation, how an ideal layer 2
SDN IXP fabric could be.
2.5.4 White-Box
White-box switches is the capability to use ‘generic,’ off-the-shelf switching (or
white box switching), in the forwarding plane of a Software Defined Network
(SDN). White-box switches are just that ‘blank’ standard hardware. They symbolize
the foundational element of the commodity networking ecosystem required to
enable organizations to select and pick the elements they need to fullfil their SDN
objectives.
SDN gives access to the data and control plane abstraction layers with various open
source projects, as we have seen in Section 2.5. Software project like Open Network
Install Environment (ONIE) 10 contribute to free IXPs from the vendor lock-in.
10http://onie.org/
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Fig. 2.10: Layer abstraction representation of an ideal layer 2 SDN IXP fabric
The Open Network Install Environment (ONIE) is an open source community that
defines an open “install environment” for bare metal network switches. ONIE enables
a white box and bare metal network switch ecosystem where end users have a choice
among different network operating systems.
2.6 Conclusion
The historical Internet foundation from Robert Khan in section 2.1.2 has been
overshadowed by the complexity of 40 years of exponential growth. Networking
equipment is vertically integrated, and control and data planes are tied together,
thereby not enabling fine-grain configuration or even programming of the data
plane.
The heart of the Internet are the IXPs and their switching fabrics. The IXP operators
play a key role in containing the exponential growth but the limitation of today’s
equipment restricts their choice and scalability.
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The SDN new paradigm opens up new possibilities for proposing a dedicated IXP
switching fabric to address these limitations. IXPs are layer 2 interconnecting
facilities that offer neutral access. They must remain independent of layer 3 but
provide an optional layer 3 service as the route server. This approach is explored in
detail in the following chapter.
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3Umbrella architecture
„"Modularity based on abstraction is the way
things get done."
— Barbara Liskov
(ACM Turing Award - 2008.)
3.1 The IXP environment
Internet eXchange Points (IXPs) are fabrics where Internet Service Providers, car-
riers, content providers and other Internet companies come together to exchange
vast amounts of traffic [2]. IXPs are typically implemented as very simple layer-2
broadcast domains to which customers connect BGP-speaking routers and exchange
layer-3 IP traffic. To make multilateral peering across the IXP fabric easier, many
IXPs operate route servers [42, 87]. However, IXPs operate at the Ethernet level to
ease physical interconnection.
Layer-2 Ethernet fabrics are at risk of network/component failure and network-loops,
each leading to fabric failure. The IEEE Spanning tree protocols [98] [@45] are
a possible solution for preventing loop. Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS)
architectures like VPLS do scale and can react quickly and gracefully to some cir-
cumstances. However, Internet eXchange environments have a fairly static set of
connected devices, changing only when a new customer router is physically installed
or decommissioned. Such an environmentcan be optimized while still quickly react-
ing to network failures. To prevent loops, IXPs can deploy MAC address based access
control filters. These filters ensure that, on a customer port, only traffic from the
MAC address of the connected customer router is accepted. This reduces noise from
unwanted traffic on the broadcast domain and eliminates Ethernet loops. Because
IXPs are relatively static environments, new MAC addresses only appear or disappear
from the fabric when a new router is connected or when a router is disconnected.
Since the access control filtering requires that all customer MAC addresses are known
to the IXP operator, it is possible to use them to program the forwarding tables of the
IXP fabric as well, eliminating the need for active MAC address learning on the fabric.
This creates the opportunity for SDN-enabled infrastructure, where the controller
can program the devices through global knowledge of the network.
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An IXP is agnostic about customers; thus customers may use routers from a variety of
vendors and a range of capabilities. Routers with slower CPUs and (older) operating
systems have problems handling the large amount of ARP traffic on larger IXP fab-
rics [104]. This would be significantly less problematic if ARP requests for a specific
customer router were not sent to all customer ports. Ideally, the IXP fabric would
send ARP and IPv6 Neighbor Discovery traffic only to the customer router for which
the request is meant. Previous works have already demonstrated that OpenFlow
(OF [64]) could be used to solve this problem [boteanu2013, 80]. However, these
solutions require a continuously-active controller or software daemon that processes
the ARP and Neighbor Solicitations, introducing scalability and stability concerns.
3.1.1 Current Practice
Figure 3.1 shows today’s typical topology of a medium to large IXP [2]. The edge
switches (also called access switches) connect the IXP member routers while the
core switches aggregates all traffic thus interconnecting various physical locations.
IXPs in Europe are usually located in big cities where multiple datacenters are
present. IXP edge switches are commonly located in such datacenters allowing the
interconnection among them. While some IXPs’ topologies are characterized by
the presence of only one hop in the core12 (i.e. the packet traversing the fabric
passes only one core switch), others allow multi-hop at the core level34. Umbrella
forwarding approach, as shown in section 3.2, takes into account both configurations,
making such an approach doable regardless the IXP topology. In addition, we show
how in the first scenario is possible to enable the Umbrella ecosystem using legacy
switches in the core, thus minimizing the amount of changes needed in a fabric to
enable the proposed infrastructure.
There are two models for IXP operation. The older, now deprecated, is that the IXP
exchanges all traffic between participating networks through a single router. This is
usually called a layer-3 IXP. Nowadays, the most common model is the layer-2 IXP,
in which each network provides its own router and traffic is exchanged via Ethernet
switches [@51]. A layer-2 broadcast domain has by nature some side effects. All
hosts belonging to the same broadcast domain can receive quite a significant amount
of control packets, i.e., ARP requests, DHCP requests, discovery protocols: CDP or
LLDP. Broadcasts packets increase the CPU utilization of the switches and decrease
the overall network security, e.g., due to ARP spoofing. CDP (Cisco Discovery
Protocol) packets in particular contain information about the network devices that
might be useful for potential hostile conducts (i.e., software version, IP address,
1AMS-IX:ams-ix.net/technical/ams-ix-infrastructure
2DE-CIX:www.de-cix.net/about/topology/
3LINX:www.linx.net/pubtools/topology.html
4MSK-IX:http://www.msk-ix.ru/eng/where.html
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Fig. 3.1: Typical topology of a medium to large IXP.
platform, capabilities, and the native VLAN). Customer routers connected to IXPs
typically exchange traffic with many other routers on the fabric. The larger the
IXP, the higher the number of peers a router typically has. For all these peers, the
ARP cache entry needs to be regularly refreshed. In addition, routers may have
BGP sessions configured for peers that are not active. All together, the amount
of broadcast ARP traffic on a large IXP fabric is already significant under normal
circumstances. Even more ARP traffic is observed in downtime situations [34], when
many routers attempt to resolve the IP addresses of peers that are not available
because of a network outage, i.e., the ARP storm effect.
To study the amount of ARP traffic observed on a large IXP fabric, we analyzed
traffic from AMS-IX and DE-CIX using the PCAP archive provided by the Hibernia IX
monitoring service [40]. The Hibernia IX Monitoring service has been developed
to ease debugging for Hibernia, Remote IX customers, Internet Exchange operators
and regular Internet Exchange participants. The service provides traces recorded
directly from interfaces connected to edge switches of various IXPs. We studied them
to specifically understand:
• The growing rate of an IXP fabric.
• The amount of broadcast traffic in a large IXP fabric.
A key motivating observation is that IXP fabrics are growing steadily. We define
the size of a fabric as the number of active peering router connected to it. As a
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Fig. 3.2: Comparison of IXP fabric growth (DE-CIX and AMS-IX) - Source archived Hibernia
PCAPs.
consequence of their size, both the amount of broadcast and neighbor discovery
(IPv6 related) traffic increases.
Figure 3.2 compares the growth of the DE-CIX and the AMS-IX fabrics. Based on the
aforementioned PCAP traces, we computed the number of unique MAC addresses
seen every day. The plot shows a steady increase over time. Both fabrics experience
a 10% yearly increase of unique MAC addresses. Although the values refer to the
number of MAC addresses observed at the interfaces where traffic was captured, we
expect the fabric to follow the same trend since they are made of a single broadcast
domain.
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the amount of ARP requests and ICMPv6 Neighbor Dis-
covery traffic (in frames per seconds) in the AMS-IX and DE-CIX fabrics. The large
amount of ICMPv6 ND traffic is expected, since more and more services are moving
towards a fully IPv6-based operation. Both figures reflect what we see in Figure 3.2.
Larger numbers of participants in a shared broadcast domain translate into more
location discovery traffic. In particular, over the last year, AMS-IX and DE-CIX have
experienced an increase in the volume of location discovery traffic for both IPv4
and IPv6, of 50% and 25% respectively. This is a significant growth of broadcasted
control traffic.
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Fig. 3.3: Traffic report from AMS-IX - Source archived Hibernia PCAPs.
The amount of control traffic is even higher in the case of network outages, when
many routers attempt to resolve the IP addresses of peers that are not available.
The larger the network, the higher the probability of a failure. Given the growing
amount of location discovery traffic under normal conditions, control traffic reduc-
tion techniques are necessary when an exchange starts to grow. ARP-Sponge [@5]
represents the state-of-art solution to this problem. It manages to reduce control
traffic to some extent. However, as we discuss next, it suffers from several defects.
ARP-Sponge
An ARP Sponge server listens on the ISP peering bridged domain for ARP traffic.
When the number of ARP Requests for a certain IP address exceeds a threshold, the
ARP Sponge server sends out an ARP Reply for that IP address using its own MAC
address. From that moment, the IP address is sponged: all traffic to that node is
sent to the ARP Sponge server. This prevents ARP storms by limiting the amount of
ARP traffic. When the interface of a sponged IP address comes up again, it generally
sends out a gratuitous ARP request packet. When the ARP Sponge server receives
traffic from a sponged IP address, it ceases to sponge the IP address, thus no longer
sending out ARP replies for that IP address. Although ARP Sponge prevents the
escalation of ARP traffic, it suffers from several limitations:
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Fig. 3.4: Traffic report from DE-CIX - Source archived Hibernia PCAPs.
• It is a single point of failure. Even though multiple ARP Sponge servers can
operate in parallel, this introduces complexity in the fabric.
• The ARP Sponge does not completely eliminate unwanted ARP traffic.
• It can cause the entire subnet to be re-programmed in the next-hop tables
of customer routers. This is because the ARP Sponge server answers all ARP
requests for all unreachable hosts in a given subnet. If the peering LAN subnet
is, let’s say a /21, each connected router will see 1021 addresses programmed
in their next-hop table. Since ARP and/or next-hop table sizes have a limited
size, this may be a problem if the router is connected to multiple peering LANs.
This can be mitigated by having the ARP Sponge server only send replies for IP
addresses that have been assigned to customers. However, this means that ARP
requests for unassigned addresses remain unanswered, thereby not reducing
the corresponding unwanted broadcast traffic.
• the ARP Sponge relies on heuristics to determine if an IP address becomes
reachable again. In particular, it needs broadcasts or floods.
• The sponge server periodically sends ARP request for sponged addresses at a
configurable frequency. If a reply is received then it unsponges the IP address
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that replied. It may happen that the device that replied comes back but the
sponge does not notice it5.
The ARP-sponge therefore cannot be considered as final solution. Although it can
reduce the effects of ARP storms, it suffers from limitations that make it unsuitable
as a long-term solution. This motivates our architecture in Umbrella, which shifts
typical control plane functionalities to the data plane, to improve scalability and
reliability.
3.2 A new SDN architecture for IXPs
This section presents Umbrella, a new SDN-enabled IXP fabric architecture, that
aims at strengthening the separation between control and data plane to increase
both robustness and reliability of the exchange.
3.2.1 No broadcast traffic
IXPs apply strict rules [@3][43] to limit the side effects of a layer-2 shared broadcast
domain, e.g., the router MAC address of the member that connects to the peering
fabric must be known in advance. Only then the IXP will allocate an Ethernet port on
the edge switch as well as an IP address from the peering IXP IP Public Space [71]
and configure a MAC filtering ACL with that MAC address. As a consequence,
the location of all member’s routers is known to the IXP and currently it does not
change as dynamically as assumed by the layer-2 protocols. In the future however,
we believe that the IXP fabric should allow for arbitrary and dynamic locations of
peering routers, which we want to enable in Umbrella. We exploit the ability of
OpenFlow to rewrite the destination MAC address of a frame matching a given
rule [75], enabling on-the-fly translation of broadcast packets into unicast. This
can be exploited to eliminate location discovery mechanisms based on broadcast
packets (i.e., ARP request, IPv6 neighbor discovery) and therefore remove the need
for an active ARP-proxy daemon as proposed by previous SDN-enabled solution at
the exchange [boteanu2013, iSDX, 80, 38]. Figure 3.5 shows a high-level vision of
the proposed idea using Figure 3.1 as a reference scenario.
We propose a label-oriented forwarding mechanism to reduce the number of rules
inside the core of the IXP fabric. Umbrella edge switches explicitly write the per-hop
port destination into the destination MAC field of the packet. The first byte of the
MAC address represents the output port to be used by the core switch.
5ARP-sponge manual: http://ams-ix.net/downloads/arpsponge
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Fig. 3.5: Handshake in case of ARP request.
Table 3.1 shows an example of how a core switch flow table looks like in the Umbrella
architecture. While this encoding scheme is currently limited to 256 output ports
per hop, more bits in the port encoding (thus mapping more physical ports) can
be used. The actual encode scheme taking advantage of usual ":" bytes separation.
If a switch has more than 256 ports more than 8 bits can be used. The encoding
needs to be selected in regards to the targeted topology. With Umbrella, the number
of flow table entries per core switch will therefore scale with the number of active
physical ports in the switch itself. This aspect is important to guarantee the fabric
scalability.
Match on destination MAC
Output Port
(mask)
01:00:00:00:00:00
1
(ff:00:00:00:00:00)
02:00:00:00:00:00
2
(ff:00:00:00:00:00)
03:00:00:00:00:00
3
(ff:00:00:00:00:00)
04:00:00:00:00:00
4
(ff:00:00:00:00:00)
Tab. 3.1: Core switch flow table example.
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Let’s take as example the topology shown in Figure 3.1 and consider the case where
edge-3 is connected to a core switch through port number 2 and to router-b
through port number 3. Finally, let’s take the case where router-a sends an ARP
request (i.e., broadcast message) to router-b. edge-1 receives the frame, rewrites
the destination MAC address using the following encoding: 02:03:00:00:00:00
and forwards it to the right core switch. Once the frame reaches the core, it is
redirected to output port 2 (i.e., the forwarding in the core is based on the most
significant byte) to switch edge-3. Finally, edge-3, before forwarding the frame
through the output port indicated in the second byte of the MAC address, rewrites
that field with the real MAC address of router-b. In case the source and destination
are directly connected to the same edge switch, no encoding is needed, and the
broadcast destination address is directly replaced by the target MAC destination
address by the edge switch. In an IPv6 scenario, the OF match pattern indicated in
the edge switch needs to be on the IPv6 ND target field of the incoming ICMPv6
Neighbor Solicitation packet [67]. The matching table on the edge switch should
maintain an association between IPv6 addresses and their location, as in the IPv4
case.
3.2.2 A label switching approach
The forwarding mechanism we proposed so far allows to reuse legacy switches in
the core, limiting the burden (and costs) to upgrade an IXP fabric to the Umbrella
architecture. In this scenario, a core switch only needs to forward packets based
on simple access filtering rules, while the edge switches need OF-like capabilities to
rewrite the layer-2 destination field.
While this approach is directly applicable to fabrics that rely on a single hop in the
core (AMS-IX and DE-CIX), it is not applicable to fabrics with multiple hops (LINX
and MSK-IX). With a single hop, the core switch would expect the output port to
be encoded in the most significant byte of the destination MAC address. In the
multi-hop case on the other hand, since a packet can traverse multiple core switches,
a new encoding scheme is needed to differentiate the output ports at different core
switches.
Figure 3.6 shows an example with multiple hops in the core. edge-a needs to cross
two different core switches through path b to reach edge-d. This is a fairly common
case in hypercube-like topologies, like the ones adopted by LINX or MSK-IX. In this
scenario, following the Umbrella approach, we might propose an encoding of the
layer-2 destination address where the most significant byte refers to the output
port of the first core switch (i.e., core-a), the second byte to the second switch
(i.e., core-b), and so on. Unfortunately, depending on the actual route being used,
a core switch might be the first or the second on the path, making the proposed
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Fig. 3.6: Example of multi-hop in the core.
approach unfeasible. Another solution is to take into account also the input port
of the frame in the forwarding rules installed in the core switches. Given the input
port, it is possible to know where the switch is on the path and therefore look at
the right byte in the layer-2 destination address. Unfortunately, this approach may
not work in arbitrary topologies neither because of cores incapacity to differentiate
path. Moreover, it will experience a rule explosion in the core, i.e., the number
of forwarding entries grows quadratically with the number of possible input ports,
making such an idea not very attractive..
These problems can be addressed using a label switching approach. Umbrella
leverages source routing: the first edge switch is in charge of selecting the path. An
ordered list of output port is encoded in the destination MAC address as a stack of
labels. Each core node processes the frame according to the value on the top of the
stack, and pops it before forwarding the frame (Figure 3.7).
With this configuration each switch needs only to look at the most significant byte
of the address, no matter where it is on the path toward the destination. Popping
out from the MAC destination address the last used label requires header rewriting
capabilities, making this solution feasible only when OpenFlow-enabled switches
are used in the core. In particular, every core switch must have 2 action tables:
forwarding and copy-field6. This solution comes with two main practical limitations
(which will be addressed in Section 3.4.2):
6OpenFlow 1.5 specifications allow to copy and rewrite part of an header field
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Fig. 3.7: Example of the Umbrella forwarding scheme.
• The maximum number of output ports that can be addressed per-hop is 256,
as we embed the output port for each core switch in the most significant byte
of the layer-2 destination address.
• The maximum number of hops inside the IXP must be less than 6, as we use
the 6 bytes of the MAC address to encode the whole path of the frame.
• The paths are all determined by the controller, in case of an error in the
path controller decision and the label with zero is reached, and the packet is
dropped.
Despite these practical considerations, Umbrella can actually be seen more as a
generic approach for IXP fabric operation, not just an ad-hoc solution to specific
layer-2 issues. Therefore, we believe that the general concept of Umbrella enables a
stronger separation between the control and data plane.
3.2.3 Umbrella and Route Servers
Originally, if two IXP member ASes wanted to exchange traffic through the IXP’s
switching fabric, they had to establish a bi-lateral (BL) BGP peering session at the
IXP. Each BGP node connected to the fabric who wanted to obtain information
about all reachable networks prefixes at the IXP had to establish BGP peerings using
TCP connections with other IXP members. As IXPs grew in size [20], this solution
proved to be impractical, as that implied monitoring too many BGP sessions, with
the associated administrative overhead, operational burden, and risks to push IXP
members router hardware to there limits. IXPs introduced Route Servers as an
answer, and offered them as a free value-added service to their members [87]. Route
Servers (RS) store all the incoming route information from IXP members and forward
them without modification to other members. Thanks to the RS, an IXP member
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can receive all the routing information available to the IXP through a single BGP
session.
Umbrella can be used to handle the forwarding of BGP traffic within an IXP, both for
standard bi-lateral peerings and RSs. For bi-lateral BGP sessions, the TCP connection
is treated as pure data plane traffic crossing the IXP, and the traffic is handled by the
switch rules, without control plane intervention. For RSs, the BGP traffic entering
the fabric is directed to the RS thanks to a single rule at the edge switch, while
the egress traffic is handled automatically through the existing rules on the edge
switches. BGP traffic is very important as it provides reachability information, and
therefore would justify preferential treatment inside the IXP fabric. Even though
congestion is rare inside IXP fabrics as they tend to be over-provisioned, in the rare
case of a DDoS [83], protecting specific control plane traffic such as BGP would at
least prevent the attack from disrupting reachability inside the IXP fabric, despite
not addressing its effect on the data plane. This example illustrates how simple the
handling of specific control plane traffic can be with Umbrella.
3.2.4 Failure detection and recovery
Group fast failover is the mechanic since OpenFlow 1.1 to react to a link failure.
In particular, a fast failover group table can be configured to monitor the status
of ports and interfaces and switch forwarding actions accordingly, independent of
the controller. Recovering from data plane failure is more challenging. In this
scenario an active probing of the data plane status from the controller is needed. In
particular, the Umbrella controller can be instructed to implement the LLDP Local
Link Discovery Protocol [97] or BFD Bidirectional Forwarding Detection [1]. Once
a data plane failure has been detected, Umbrella controller changes only the edge
switch configuration with a preset path.
3.2.5 The case for a stronger control and data plane separation
Previous works have already demonstrated that OpenFlow (OF [64]) could be
successfully used at the exchange [boteanu2013, 80, 38]. They consider an IXP
fabric controlled by a central controller that acts as the control plane for all the
peering routers at the IXP. In such an architecture, it would be natural to co-locate
the SDN controller with the route server to ensure that both the SDN and the BGP
control planes are able to talk with each other with minimal delay [38]. Figure 3.8
illustrates a SDN-enabled IXP where all the control messages that are exchanged
by peering routers are sent to the SDN controller, that then acts on behalf of the
peering routers and programs the switches of the IXP fabric.
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Fig. 3.8: SDN-enabled IXP: a case scenario.
We emulated the proposed scenario on Mininext [96], an extension layer to build
complex networks in Mininet. We instantiated two virtual containers acting as
peering routers, one for the Route Server and two more working as client hosts
directly connected to one peering router each. The emulation never total CPU
utilization never overused the hosting server capacity. We represented the exchange
point as a single open vSwitch coupled with a Ryu [92] controller acting also as
ARP-proxy (as suggested in the related literature [boteanu2013, 80, 38]).
One issue with such a design however is the coupling between the control and the
data plane. Indeed, issues within the data plane may affect control plane messages,
and therefore lead to a slow or unresponsive control plane, further aggravating the
effect on the data plane. For example, imagine that ARP messages of a peering
router A get delayed inside the IXP fabric to reach the SDN controller: this would
impact all BGP sessions between router A and its peers. We show on Figure 3.9, the
period of time during which the data plane or BGP would be disrupted, if an ARP
message is delayed by a given amount of time. Figure 3.9 shows that even a small
delay of a few tens of milliseconds for ARP messages may trigger disruptions on the
data plane or on BGP that are multiple times larger than this delay. We used tc qdisc
on the link between the switches and the controller containers. Given the amounts
of traffic exchanged within IXPs fabrics, such disruptions of the data plane are not
an acceptable cost of enabling SDN on the fabric. Therefore, we advocate a stronger
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separation between the control and the data plane. Our approach is one possible
solution towards a stronger separation.
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Fig. 3.9: The dependency between control and data plane.
3.3 Key benefits
Umbrella has been designed to be flexible. Indeed, it can be made layer-3 neutral
or service (i.e., application) oriented, depending on the settings being used. It
addresses the issues of a shared broadcast domain using layer-2 manipulation at the
edge to enhance legacy fabric reliability. This section discusses the key benefits that
Umbrella brings for an exchange.
Scalability & Reliability
The proposed encoding structure requires a small amount of rules in both core and
edge switches (as we will demonstrate in Section 3.4) thus enhancing the overall
scalability of the fabric. In addition, it alleviates the controller from processing
location discovery packets, decreasing the data plane dependencies over the control
plane. This is an important aspect, as the Umbrella data plane can keep operating
even in scenarios where the control channel performances are poor.
Most legacy IXP architectures alleviate ARP storms through the ARP Sponge server
approach. At the same time, pure layer-2 SDN-based architectures leave to the
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controller the processing of location discovery traffic (i.e., ARP and NDv6). Both
solutions suffer from scalability issues given the growth of IXP fabrics in terms of
new MAC addresses, leading to a constant increase of broadcast traffic.
No central point of failure
Solutions relying on a single point for common operations, i.e., the controller for
SDN-based architectures and ARP Sponge server for legacy IXPs, are subject to the
single point of failure problem. Umbrella does not need the constant presence of the
controller for such operations. The controller works in a pure proactive mode and it
is only required to add, remove or change a router MAC entry at the edge. Given the
static nature of IXPs in terms of routing [8], the controller does not have a central
role in the Umbrella approach.
Service-oriented IXP operators
The label switching nature of the forwarding mechanism opens the possibility of
making the IXP fabric service-oriented. A service-oriented IXP operator could create
catalogues of network resources and related policies (e.g., QoS parameters and
bandwidth) to which applications can be applied to a given flow from edge to
edge port or matching others OpenFlow fields. As the path inside the IXP fabric is
configured at the edge switch, it is possible to configure different paths for different
applications, or redirect some flows to different paths depending on the activated
services (e.g., firewalling, quality of service, monitoring). Note that this is just a
feature which can be enabled. Indeed, Umbrella can also be used in a totally layer-3
(and above) neutral way, as currently done by IXPs.
Compatibility with legacy switches
As discussed in the previous section, if the topology being used in the IXP has only
one hop in the core, legacy switches with MAC policy based routing access lists
can be used in the core with Umbrella. Indeed, no additional feature than bitmask
layer-2 destination matching and forwarding actions are applied in the core, making
the architecture compatible even with non-OpenFlow compliant switches.
Pseudo-wire nature
Pseudo-wire [18] is an emulation of a point-to-point connection over a packet-
switching network. As discussed above, with Umbrella, all the broadcast traffic (both
ARP IPv4 and ICMPv6 ND) is converted to unicast at the edge, solving problems
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related to a shared broadcast domain. Umbrella guarantees that each of the IXP
members receives only the traffic it is supposed to see, also saving computational
power at the edge for the processing and analysis of unwanted traffic, e.g., broadcast
packets.
Visibility
In Umbrella, the actual path of the packets is encoded in the layer-2 destination
address. This implies full visibility of the forwarding paths inside the IXP fabric,
which can be exploited to improve data plane troubleshooting, and therefore general
IXP operator management.
The adopted forwarding mechanism increases network visibility. The actual path of
the packet is encoded in the L2 destination address simplifying the fabric debugging
process. The path can be used to identify both possible misconfiguration or wrong
configuration of the fabric. Improving the network awareness is a key aspect to
improve the overall manageability.
3.3.1 General SDN-related benefits
Many others key benefits of the Umbrella ecosystem derive directly from the SDN
approach derive from the proposed architecture. In the following we enumerate some
key benefits that an SDN-based architecture can bring to a legacy IXP ecosystem.
Vendor-neutral and Future ready
A key point of the SDN paradigm concern the possibility to open and expose the
control plane thus enabling the rising of the whitebox concept. IXP operators can
change easily OpenFlow switch vendor without any modification on the control
plane [21]. The Umbrella architecture uses only one optional OpenFlow matching
field ARP TPA and ICMPv6 ND TPA to increase portability.
Manageability
Traditional networking devices support essentially two kinds of statistics gathering -
per interface (or per VLAN, per ACL entry, or other overlay) byte and error counters,
and packet sampling (sFlow et al). Interface and ACL counters require architectural
context to interpret correctly (e.g., for this ACL counter to increment. Where would
the packet have come from?). Sampling requires not only architectural context but
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post-sample parsing and correlation (e.g., to recover source and destination layer 2
addresses, or to resolve a packet AS of origin at the time the packet was sent). This
is particularly important when network architecture changes - ACL counters may
have to be redeployed and sampling post-processing may have to be reinterpreted to
make sure counters and samples both before and after the change can be interpreted
in their correct architectural context. An SDN-enabled architecture folds overlay and
interface counters together to build in architectural context. For example, to answer
the question how many IPv6 packets does peer A send to peer B, one can inspect the
counters on flows associated with B destination, on the network edge closest to
A interface counters associated solely with A interface or B interface. That would
not be sufficient to separate out this traffic, and using sampling would only give an
approximate answer. Furthermore, because flow rules can be specific to types of
traffic of interest, these can be broken out without affecting forwarding. For example
flows matching the Ethernet broadcast address and from a certain Ethernet source
address can easily be accounted for.
Security
OpenFlow-enabled switches can be used to enforce security and routing policies,
thus minimizing well-known BGP potential protocol security risks [19]. The BGP
router server information could be used to enforce the Umbrella switching fabric
with the member announced policies with the BGP communities.
3.4 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate several aspects of the Umbrella architecture. We first
estimate the average number of flow rules needed at the edge, taking into account
different IXP fabric sizes (Section 3.4.1). We then discuss the applicability of the label
switching approach in real scenarios (Section 3.4.2). Finally, we estimate the impact
of the ARP proxy, i.e., of the control plane directly relevant to Umbrella, over the data
plane performance, and compare the results with the Umbrella approach 3.4.3
3.4.1 Flow table occupancy at the edge
Mapping the broadcast destination MAC address to the path inside the fabric requires
additional flow rules at the edge of the fabric. This section provides a scalability
analysis in terms of the required number of rules. From an ingress traffic point of
view, the proposed architecture requires the OpenFlow switches at the edge to store
three entries per peering router connected to the fabric. This is a necessary and
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sufficient condition to enable routing in any situation (i.e., IPv4 ARP, IPv6 Neighbor
Solicitation and data plane traffic). In the following we show a sample of the three
entries referred to a given peering router:
“eth_type":0x806, “arp_op":1, “arp_tpa":“1.1.1.3",
“actions":[“type":“SET_FIELD",“field":“eth_dst",
“value":“18:01:00:00:00:00", “type":“OUTPUT",
“port":“49"]
“eth_type":0x86DD, “ip_proto":58, “icmpv6_type":135,
“ipv6_nd_target":“2001::1/128",
“actions":[“type":“SET_FIELD", “field":“eth_dst",
“value":“18:01:00:00:00:00", “type":“OUTPUT",
“port":“49"]
“dl_dst":“00:00:00:00:00:03",
“actions":[“type":“SET_FIELD", “field":“eth_dst",
“value":“18:01:00:00:00:00", “type":“OUTPUT",
“port":“49"]
The first entry handles the ingress IPv4 ARP traffic. It is important to lookup
for the IP address of the peering router towards which the location discovery traffic
is targeted. The destination MAC address field (i.e., broadcast) will be rewritten
with a pre-defined path through the fabric. The second and third entries refer to
IPv6 Neighbor Solicitation and data plane traffic. Note that all three entries share a
common action in the rewriting and forwarding process, because Umbrella treats
location discovery and data plane traffic in the same way. From an egress traffic
point of view, each edge switch needs to rewrite the MAC destination field of the
received frame with the correct target. As the value to be inserted in the destination
MAC field depends on the output port of the edge switch, the number of rules here
depends on the number of peering routers connected to the edge switch. The total
number of rules for an edge switch is then the sum of the ingress and the egress
ones.
Figure 5.5 shows the average number of rules needed per edge switch if the Umbrella
architecture was to be used at different European exchange points. As these numbers
depend on the number of peering routers connected to the fabric, we analysed data
from PeeringDB [79, 61].
Given the number of flow entries required as shown on Figure 5.5, it appears that the
Umbrella architecture is applicable in today’s IXP. Indeed, today’s OpenFlow-enabled
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Fig. 3.10: Average number of rules required at an edge switch.
switches can already support from a few thousands flows (e.g., Pica8 switches7) to
hundreds of thousands (e.g., Corsa8 and Noviflow9 switches).
3.4.2 Number of hops through IXP fabric
We already mentioned one of the practical limitations of our approach in Sec-
tion 3.2.2: the maximum number of hops inside the IXP must be less than 6, due to
our use of the destination MAC address field to embed the path of the frame at the
edge (8 bit per hop). While this requirement is typically met by design in currently
deployed fabrics which allow only one hop in the core, this might not be the case
when multi-hop in the core is permitted, especially in the case of backup/recovery
after some link failure, where routing inside the fabric may be allowed to follow
longer paths. We therefore studied the publicly available topologies of the four
largest European IXP fabrics, and estimated the number of hops a packet must
traverse at the exchange in the worst case.
Figure 3.11 shows the per fabric maximum number of hops in case of normal
operation and fallback due to a massive link failure. We define a massive link
failure as the maximum number of link failures that the fabric can sustain while
7http://pica8.org/blogs/?p=565
8http://www.corsa.com/sdn-done-right/
9http://noviflow.com
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Fig. 3.11: Average and worst-case number of hops in large European exchange points.
still guaranteeing connectivity between each peering router connected to the fabric.
The results shown during normal operation for the AMS-IX and DE-CIX fabrics are
expected, since they allow only one hop in the core. The main difference between
the two fabrics comes in case of a massive link failure. While AMS-IX duplicates the
core switches (leading to a maximum of three hops), DE-CIX uses four core switches
connected in a full mesh topology (leading to a maximum of four hops). Although
our requirement is not met in the case of LINX in the fallback/recovery situation, we
believe that this is actually not a real limitation of the proposed solution, as such
failures would disrupt significantly the fabric anyway, leading to severe congestion
inside the fabric. The LINX topology can be seen as a hypercube where each vertex
is a core switch. The maximum number of hops during a massive link failure
situation can therefore be as high as 9. If necessary, such situations should be
handled through protection mechanisms, e.g., pre-computed MPLS paths, as the
traffic pattern through the remaining part of the fabric will have to be carefully
engineered.
3.4.3 Impact of unreliable control channel on data plane
performance
To estimate the impact of an unreliable control channel on the data plane perfor-
mance, and thus evaluate the benefit introduced by the Umbrella architecture, we
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Fig. 3.12: Round trip time of an ARP packet when ARP-Proxy is active, the ARP-cache is
empty and the control channel experiences different delays.
carried out a test campaign divided in three different phases. We first compared the
effect of delay on an ARP-proxy based solution and Umbrella over a simple two hosts
connection. Secondly, we studied the effects of packet loss in the same scenario.
Finally, we performed a long run emulation of a bigger topology to understand the
effects in a less constrained environment, closer to reality.
Impact of delay in the control channel
We emulated on Mininext [96] a scenario where two hosts are connected to each
other through Open vSwitch. We pre-installed two flow rules to enable bi-directional
communication between them, and another rule to redirect ARP packets to the
Ryu controller, where the ARP proxy application is running. Figure 3.12 shows the
median round trip time of ARP packets in the proposed scenario (the time between
the ARP request is sent and the answer is received by the host), when the ARP-cache
of the sender was empty and the control channel was affected by different delays.
We see in Figure 3.12 that any delay in the control plane escalates into a RTT that
is multiple times the added delay. This illustrates the strong relationship between
ARP-cache entries and the control plane performance when an SDN architecture
relies on the ARP-proxy mechanic.
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Fig. 3.13: Round trip time of an ARP packet with Umbrella, the ARP-cache is empty and the
control channel experiences different delays.
Figure 3.13 shows our test result using mininext as section 3.2.5, as expected by
design, the behavior of the control plane does not affect the round trip time of the
ARP packets in the Umbrella case. Note that the test is also performed with an
empty ARP-cache at the sender. With Umbrella, the ARP request sent by the host
is forwarded through Open vSwitch to the receiving host, that sends the response
directly to the sending host, without going through an ARP-proxy.
As IXPs are growing in number [11], size [20], and relevance [2, 23], it is important
to restrict as much as possible dangerous dependencies between the control and the
data plane, especially when the ARP-cache of a peering router fills up or an entry
expires. Figure 3.14 shows the ratio between the RTT of ARP packets when a delay
is introduced on the control channel and without the delay, as a function of the delay.
We observe that as the delay on the control channel increases beyond 50ms, the
ratio increases more than 10-fold when an ARP-proxy is used. Umbrella on the other
hand is completely insensitive to control plane delay, and has a ratio very close to 1
for all values of delay.
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Fig. 3.14: Ratio between the RTT of ARP packets when a delay is introduced on the control
channel and without the delay, as a function of the delay.
Packet of loss on the control channel
Delay on the control channel already illustrated clearly the benefit of Umbrella.
Here, we study the impact of losses on the control channel on the RTT of ARP
packets. Figure 3.15 and 3.16 show the median round trip time (again defined as
the time between the ARP request is sent and the ARP response is received), under
the ARP-proxy mechanic or the Umbrella architecture.
From Figure 3.16, we conducted more test in the same condition as in Section 3.2.5
Umbrella again displays its strong separation between the control and data plane,
with an insensitivity between the packet loss rate on the control channel and the RTT
of ARP packets. From Figure 3.15, we observe that the ARP-proxy solution again
suffers more and more as the loss rate on the control plane increases. In this case,
the ARP-proxy solution suffers because the TCP connection between the OF-enabled
switch and the controller is sensitive to packet slow, slowing down the throughput
between them, thus increasing notably the response time to the ARP request.
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Fig. 3.15: Round trip time of an ARP packet when ARP-Proxy is active, the ARP-cache is
empty and the control channel experiences different packet loss rates.
Impact of control plane on data plane throughput
The previous tests demonstrated the fundamental difference in behavior between an
ARP-proxy based solution (as current SDN approaches rely on), and our Umbrella
approach. In practice however, the behavior of the control channel (in terms of
delay especially) will be more complex, and impact on the data plane is much less
predictable than presented so far. To attempt to go towards slightly more realistic
scenarios, we now touch upon the potential impact of the control plane on data
plane throughput inside the IXP fabric. Note that by no means do we claim that
our setup is realistic, nor captures the actual complexity of real-world interactions
between control plane and data plane performance.
Similarly to the scenario proposed in Figure 3.8, we instantiated in Mininext 100
peering routers and connected them to an Open vSwitch instance. We connected
each router to a different virtualized host and set up the switch flow table with all
the rules to guarantee data plane connectivity, plus a default rule to redirect the ARP
traffic towards the Ryu controller where the proxy ARP application were running.
We set the bandwidth of each link to 10Mbps to be able to generate enough traffic
on the data plane and observe degradation in data plane throughput. Each hosts
also opens an iperf session towards the others routers and we measure the aggregate
throughput on the switch.
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Fig. 3.16: Round trip average time of an ARP packet with Umbrella, the ARP-cache is empty
and the control channel experiences different packet loss rates.
We ran our experiment in two different cases: ideal control channel (no delay nor
loss) and control channel delayed by 10ms. Figure 3.17 illustrates the loss of data
plane throughput due to the control plane delay. The drop in overall data plane
throughput after five minutes is related to ARP-cache entries expiration, leading to
data plane disruption for some of the hosts. Again, while this scenario is not aimed
at making any claim regarding the actual impact of the control plane on the data
plane in reality, it illustrates how much a stronger separation between the control
and data plane might be beneficial and prevent some issues within the data plane.
3.4.4 Effects of the ARP-induced broadcast storm
We emulated a general IXP topology using Mininext [96]. The test topology created
was composed by eight edges switches connected by two cores (Open vSwitch
instances – OvS). The edges were attached to Mininext container hosts running
Quagga and configured as BGP peering routers. Moreover, a physical route server
and a real router (i.e., Cisco c3640), were also connected to the proposed topology
through the interfaces of the server running Mininext. This is an important aspect as
we want to quantify the impact against a real device, not in an emulated environment.
The first test verified the ARP-induced broadcast storm effect on a peering router
for a small IXP fabric. To study its impact over BGP connections in a legacy IXP
scenario, we used OvSs as traditional layer-2 switches configured with the Spanning
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Fig. 3.17: Impact of data plane interfering with control plane traffic.
Tree Protocol (STP). We included a hundred Mininext nodes peering with the route
server and the Cisco router. Recent router may behave differen
Figure 3.18 shows the evolution of the average CPU occupancy on the Cisco router
before, during and after the broadcast storm. The grey zone represents the time
span during which the router looses BGP connectivity with the route server. Before
the ARP explosion, the average CPU occupancy is low, showing only a peak at the
beginning, when the ARP resolution process starts. When the hosts start to generate
ARP messages for non-reachable addresses (after minute 6), the packets reach the
Cisco device, bringing its average CPU occupancy close to 100%. Afterwards, the
router BGP session with the route server goes down and returns back only when the
broadcast storm ends.
Recent routers may behave differently and may not have their BGP sessions flapping.
However, their CPU occupancy will be high, and ARP induced storm will waste their
internal control plane resources.
Figure 3.19 shows the evolution of the Cisco router BPG state machine during the
test. Each block shows the message exchange between the router and the route
server given the current BGP state. After minute 3, the router shows an average
CPU occupancy higher than 90%, making it unable from processing the route
server KEEPALIVE messages. As the router BGP hold timer expires, a NOTIFICATION
message is released and the BGP session goes down. The BGP state becomes
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Fig. 3.18: Effect of an ARP-induced broadcast storm on a peering router CPU occupancy.
Idle and then Connecting as the router tries to re-initiate the TCP connection.
Unfortunately, the high CPU load prevents the router from processing the route
server SYN-ACK messages (as shown in the Active state block). It is clear the impact
of the CPU load on the overall performance of the fabric.
Figure 3.20 compares the average CPU load on the Cisco router between (1) a legacy
IP fabric, (2) a legacy fabric with the ARP-sponge server support and (3) an Umbrella
enhanced scenario under broadcast storm event. We used a topology with 20 peering
routers and configured a server to act as ARP-sponge10. The size of the emulated
fabric is determined by the resources available in the server running Mininext. The
legacy scenario experienced a CPU increase up to 100% on average (leading to a
BGP failure), while the one supported by the ARP-sponge shows an average CPU
occupancy of 50% with peaks of 90% (the server does not sponge automatically
but has a pending value). As this is a small fabric, and ARP-sponge already barely
reduces the impact of the storm, it is clear that ARP-sponge cannot keep pace with
ARP storms in medium to large fabrics. The Umbrella scenario on the other hand is
not affected by the event, keeping the BGP connection alive, regardless of the fabric
size.
10The ARP-sponge code is available here: http://ams-ix.net/downloads/arpsponge/
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Fig. 3.19: BGP state machine evolution during the ARP-induced broadcast storm.
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3.5 Conclusion
This chapter presented a SDN network design that proposed a stronger separation
between control and data plane functionalities, leading to enhanced scalability,
reliability and manageability. We proposed a new approach to IXP management that
leverages SDN programmability to tackle part of the control directly within the data
plane, called Umbrella. We built up a practical example of how such a process can be
effectively implemented investigating on the impact of control channel disruptions
over the data plane. Using our Umbrella approach at the exchange, we illustrated
how to tackle broadcast packets directly within the data plane.
The architecture is scalable and can be used in a totally layer-3 (and above) neutral
way (as currently done by IXPs), or used in the future in service-oriented IXPs. We
see Umbrella as a first step towards SDN architectures less dependent on the control
plane, supporting the controller in its role of an intelligent supervisor, rather than an
active and dangerously critical decision point.
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4Networking open source
hardware testing toolset
„"In the earliest days, this was a project I worked
on with great passion because I wanted to solve
the Defense Department’s problem: it did not
want proprietary networking and it didn’t want
to be confined to a single network technology."
— Vinton Cerf
(Internet Founder)
4.1 Introduction
Computer networks are the hallmark of 21st Century society and underpin virtually
all infrastructure in the modern world. Consequently, society relies on the correct
operation of these networks. To achieve compliant and functional equipment, effort
is put into all parts of the network-equipment lifecycle. Testing validates new designs,
equipment is tested throughout the production process and new deployments are
rigorously tested for compliance and correctness. In addition, many owners of
network equipment employ a relentless battery of testing and measurement to
ensure the infrastructure operates correctly.
The continuous innovation that is such a desirable property of the Internet has also
led to a dilemma for network testing. For a typical piece of new networking equip-
ment there will be a multitude of related IEEE standards and standards-track IETF
RFCs, each one requiring test cases to ensure correctness for network-equipment.
This has led to a multi-billion dollar industry in network test equipment giving rise
to companies such as Ixia, Spirent, Fluke, and Emulex/Endace among others.
However, such equipment has evolved with a number of undesirable characteristics:
commonly closed and proprietary systems with limited flexibility well outside the
reach of most universities and research laboratories. Even a modest two port 10GbE
network tester capable of full line-rate costs upward of $25,000 and adding support
for additional protocols, large numbers of TCP streams, and non-trivial traffic
profiles quickly increases this price. This has been the case for two reasons. Firstly,
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network test equipment capable of full-line rate with high-precision timestamping is
a significant engineering challenge, leading to state-of-the-art and specialist physical
components. Secondly, test equipment is often developed simultaneously with
early prototype network equipment. Thus, modest numbers of units sold mean an
expensive and slow time to develop test hardware and software.
This slow development cycle and high expense opens an opportunity for an open-
source network tester. It is no longer necessary to build network testers on top of spe-
cialized, proprietary hardware. There are multiple open-source hardware platforms
with the potential for line-rate across many 10GbE ports, for example, the NetFPGA-
10G1, Xilinx VC7092 and Terasic DE5-Net3. Each of these fully-reprogrammable
cards purports being capable of running at line-rate. For example, the NetFPGA-10G
has 4×10GbE interfaces, is based on a Xilinx FPGA, and is available to the research
and teaching community for less than $2,000 including firmware and software.
We therefore present the Open-Source Network Tester (OSNT4), primarily for the
research and teaching community. Such a tester needs to be able to achieve full
line-rate, provide sufficiently accurate timestamping and be flexible enough to allow
new protocol tests to be added to the system. We believe that, as an open-source
community grows, a low-cost open-source network tester will also prove valuable to
the networking industry. We also envisage the enabling of new testing and validation
deployments that are simply financially impractical using commercial testers. Such
deployments may see the use of hundreds or thousands of testers, offering previously
unobtainable insights and understanding.
In this section we present the proposed architecture for OSNT, describe our first
prototype based upon the NetFPGA open-source hardware platform, and present
early-day benchmarks illustrating the tester in operation. OSNT is portable across a
number of hardware platforms, maximizing reuse and minimizing reimplementation
costs as new hardware, physical interfaces and networks become available. By
providing an open-source solution we invite everyone from the community to audit
(and improve) our implementation as well as adapt it to their needs.
For the rest of this section, we initially motivate the OFLOPS Turbo an testing tool
for the Next-Generation OpenFlow switch section 4.7 followed by a detailed presen-
tation of the system design section 4.8 with a set OpenFlow use cases section 4.9, .
Furthermore, we present an evaluation of the flow table manipulation capabilities
for a representative set of 10 GbE OpenFlow switches section 4.10, discuss related
work 4.11 and conclude our work with section 4.12.
1http://www.netfpga.org
2http://www.xilinx.com/products/boards-and-kits/EK-V7-VC709-CES-G.htm
3http://www.de5-net.terasic.com
4http://www.osnt.org
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4.2 The OSNT Architecture
The OSNT architecture is motivated by limitations in past work: closed-source/proprietary
solutions, high costs, lack of flexibility, and the omission of important features such
as timestamping and precise packet transmission. Alongside flexibility there is a
need for scalability. While our prototype work has focused on single-card solutions,
our desire to reproduce real operating conditions means we must have a system that
can test beyond single network elements; a production network needs be tested as
close as possible to its real operating conditions — this means the OSNT system
must also be able to recreate such real operating conditions.
From the outset it has been obvious that flexibility must be a key part of the OSNT
approach. This flexibility is needed to accommodate the variety of different uses for
OSNT. Four distinct modes of use have become clear.
• OSNT Traffic Generator: a single card, capable of generating and receiving
packets on four 10GbE interfaces. By incorporating timestamps into each
outbound packet, information on end-to-end delay and loss can be computed.
Such a system can be used to test a single networking element, e.g., switch or
router, or a network encompassed within a sufficiently small area that different
inputs and outputs from the network can be connected to the same card.
• OSNT Traffic Monitor: a single card, capable of capturing packets arriving
through four 10GbE ports, transferring them to the host software for analysis
and further processing. Alongside a range of techniques utilized to reduce the
bottleneck of the PCIe bandwidth (packet-batching, ring-receivers and pre-
allocated host system memory), packets are optionally hashed and truncated
in hardware. The card is intended to provide a loss-limited capture system
with both high-resolution and high-precision timestamping of events in a live
network.
• Hybrid OSNT system: our architecture allows the combination of Traffic Gen-
erator and Traffic Monitor into a single FPGA device. Using high-precision
timestamping of departing and arriving packets, we can perform full line-rate,
per-flow characterization of a network (device) under test.
• Scalable OSNT system is our approach for coordinating large numbers of multi-
ple traffic generator and traffic monitors synchronized by a common time-base
to provide the resources and port-count to test larger network systems. While
still largely untested yet, such a coordinated system has been a design objective
from the outset.
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The OSNT architecture is designed to support these needs for network testing using
a scalable architecture that can utilize multiple OSNT cards. Using one or more
synchronized OSNT cards, our architecture enables a user to perform measurements
throughout the network, characterizing aspects such as end-to-end latency and jitter,
packet-loss, congestion events and more.
It is clear that our approach must be capable of full line-rate operation. To this
end we built our prototype upon the NetFPGA-10G platform — an open-source
hardware platform designed to be capable of full line-rate. We describe our prototype
implementation in section 4.5.
While there is a clear need that one or both of the traffic-capture and traffic-generator
cores in our OSNT system be present in each use case; these two subsystems
have orthogonal design goals: the capture system is intended to provide high-
precision inbound timestamping with a loss-limited path that gets (a subset of)
captured packets into the host for further processing, whereas the traffic-generator
requires precision transmission of packets according to a generator function that
may include close-loop control, (e.g., TCP) and even (partial) application protocol
implementation.
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Fig. 4.1: NetV - an approach for NetFPGA Virtualization.
Given that we already had a proven starting design for both generator and capture
engines [26, 10], along with a keen desire to reuse component, we were led to
develop the NetV approach that virtualizes the underlying hardware platform5. The
approach, shown in Figure 4.1, extends a hardware platform such as the NetFPGA,
using P2V: Physical to Virtual and V2P: Virtual to Physical wrappers. The V2P
hardware-wrapper is a per-port arbiter that shares access among each of the 10GbE
and PCIe interface-pipelines. This permits multiple NetFPGA pipelines within a single
5Our reference prototype is the NetFPGA, but we believe that the architecture including approaches
such as NetV will be generic across a range of hardware platforms.
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FPGA fabric on a single board. In turn providing support for seamless integration
of existing pipelines with strong isolation characteristics. For example, a traffic
generator can co-exist with a high-precision capture engine. Each pipeline is tagged
with a unique ID to ensure register accesses can be distinguished among different
pipelines. In this manner, traffic generation and monitoring can be implemented
either as standalone units or as a combined system on a single card. Using multiple
pipelines in the same design does not affect the overall performances as long as they
do not share data structures. The only limitation is given by the available FPGA
resources.
Our design has focussed upon one particular architectural approach; this direction
was selected to maximize code reuse at the expense of potential redundant gate-logic.
Other OSNT architectures may be appropriate but are not explored here for sake of
brevity.
4.3 Traffic Generation
The OSNT traffic generator both generates packets and analyzes return statistics. It
is designed to generate full line-rate per card interface, and is scalable in a manner
that allows for multiple traffic generators to work in parallel within a single OSNT
environment. Traffic generation features include:
• support a large number of different traffic flows depending of the uEngine
loaded
• flexible packet header specification over multiple headers
• support several standard protocols
• sufficient flexibility to test future protocols
• simulate multiple networking devices/end-systems (e.g. routers running BGP)
• allow timestamping of in and out-bound packets
• allow per-packet traffic-shaping
• statistics gathered per-flow or per flow-aggregate
• support for negative testing through malformed packets
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In addition to the above features, OSNT can be customized to support different
protocols, numbers of flows and many other features in each given application
context.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the high-level architecture of the traffic generation pipeline.
The center of the pipeline is a set of micro-engines, each used to support one or
more protocols at network and transport-layers such as Ethernet, TCP or UDP and
application-protocols such as BGP. Each micro-engine either generates synthetic or
replays captured traffic for one or more of the selected egress interfaces. A basic
micro-engine is a simple packet replay: a set of pre-defined packets are sent out a
given number of times as configured by the software. Each micro-engine contains
three building blocks: Traffic Model (TM), Flow Table (FT) and Data Pattern (DP).
The Traffic Model contains information about the network characteristics of the
generated traffic, such as packets’ size and Inter-Packet Delay (IPD). It is a compiled
list of these characteristics, extracted by the host software and installed into the
hardware. Each parameter is software defined, permitting arbitrary rate distribution
patterns: e.g., Constant Bit Rate (CBR) or Poisson distribution. The Flow Table
contains a list of header template values used by the micro-engine when generating
a packet. Each packet-header is defined by the Flow Table. In this manner, multiple
flows with different header characteristics can be generated by a single micro-engine.
The micro-engine takes each header-field and manipulates it in one of several ways
before setting it: a field may remain constant, incrementally increase, interleave, be
set randomly or algorithmically. The number of flows supported by the Flow Table
depends on the trade-off between trace complexity and the number of fields to be
manipulated. The Data Pattern module sets the payload of a generated packet. The
payload can be set to a random pattern, or a pre-specified pattern. A pre-specified
pattern allows a user to set the payload of packets to a unique pattern so that the
user can execute specific network tests such as continuous-jitter measurement. It
also provides in-payload timestamping of departing packets and capabilities for
debugging/validating received packets.
Packets generated by the micro-engine are sent to a per-port Arbiter. The arbiter
selects among all the packets destined for a port from each micro-engine. Ordering
is based upon the required packet departure time. A Delay Module (DM) located
after the arbiter will delay packets by each flow’s Inter-Packet Delay. A Rate Limiter
(RL) guarantees that no flow exceeds the rate assigned to it at each port. Lastly, the
packet goes to the (10GbE) MAC, from which it is transmitted to its destination. The
Traffic Model (TM) are not be implemented yet.
The traffic generator implementation can also receive incoming packets and provide
statistics on them at either port or flow level. This allows the use of the traffic
generation subsystem as a standalone unit without an additional external capture
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Fig. 4.2: The architecture for OSNT traffic generation system.
subsystem. To this end, packets entering the card through a physical interface are
measured, the statistics gathered and the received packets discarded. The gathered
statistics are relayed to host software using the programmed input/output (PIO)
interface.
The traffic generator has an accurate timestamping mechanism, located just before
the transmit 10GbE MAC. The mechanism, identical to the one used in the traffic
monitoring unit and described in section 4.4, is used for timing-related measurements
of the network, permitting characterization of measurements such as latency and
jitter. The timestamp is embedded within the packet at a preconfigured location and
can be extracted at the receiver as required.
As for the software side, we provide an extensible GUI to interact with the HW
(e.g., load a PCAP trace to replay in HW, define the per-packet inter-departure time,
etc.).
4.4 Traffic Monitoring
The OSNT traffic monitor provides four functions:
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• packet capture at full line-rate
• packet filtering permitting selection of traffic-of-interest
• high precision, accurate, packet timestamping
• statistics gathering
Figure 4.3 illustrates the architecture of the monitoring pipeline that provides the
functionality enumerated above. The 5-tuple (protocol, IP address pair and layer
four port pair) extraction is performed using an extensible packet parser able to
recognize both VLAN and MPLS headers along with IP in IP encapsulation. Further
flexibility is enabled by extending the parser implementation-code as required.
A module positioned immediately after the Physical interfaces and before the receive
queues timestamps incoming packets as they are received by hardware. Our design
is an architecture that implicitly copes with a workload of full line-rate per port of
minimum sized packets. However this will often exceed the capacity of the host-
processing, storage, etc., or may contain traffic of no practical interest. To this end
we implement two traffic-thinning approaches. The first of these is to utilize the
5-tuple filter implemented in the “Core Monitoring” module. Only packets that are
matched to a rule are sent to the software, while all other packets are dropped. The
second mechanism is to record a fixed-length part of each packet (sometimes called
a snap-length) along with a hash of the entire original packet. The challenge here is
that if a user is interested in all packets on all interfaces it is possible to exhaust the
host resources. We quantify the PCIe bandwidth and the tradeoff for snap-length
selection in section 4.5.1.
As for the software side, we provide a python-based GUI that allows the user to
interact with the HW components (e.g.enable cut/hash, set filtering rules, check
statistics). A C-based application that comes with it records the received traffic in
both PCAP or PCAPNG format. This allows offline use of common libpcap-based
tools (e.g.TCPDump, Wireshark.) These tools do not work directly with OSNT: the
device driver secures performance by bypassing the Linux TCP/IP stack. We refer
the reader to the OSNT website for further information about the software API.
Timestamping
Providing an accurate timestamp to (incoming) packets is a critical objective of the
traffic monitoring unit. Packets are timestamped as close to the physical Ethernet
device as possible so as to minimize FIFO-generated jitter and permit accurate latency
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Fig. 4.3: The architecture for OSNT traffic monitoring system.
measurement. A dedicated timestamping unit stamps packets as they arrive from
the physical (MAC) interfaces. Each packet is appended with a 64-bit timestamp.
Motivated by the need to have minimal overhead while also providing sufficient
resolution and long-term stability, we have chosen to use a 64-bit timestamp divided
into two parts, the upper 32-bits count seconds, while the lower 32-bits provide
a fraction of a second with a maximum resolution of approximately 233ps; the
practical prototype resolution is 6.25ns. Integral to accurate timekeeping is the
need to correct the frequency drift of an oscillator. To this end, we use Direct
Digital Synthesis (DDS), a technique by which arbitrary variable-frequencies can
be generated using synchronous digital logic[95]. The addition of a stable pulse-
per-second (PPS) signal such as that derived from a GPS receiver permits both
high long-term accuracy and the synchronization of multiple OSNT elements. The
selection of a timestamp with this precision was a conscious effort on our part to
ensure the abilities of the OSNT design are at least as good as the currently available
commercial offerings.
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4.5 OSNT NetFPGA-10G Prototype
Our prototype implementation of the OSNT platform has been on the NetFPGA-10G
open-source hardware platform. The NetFPGA system provides an ideal rapid proto-
typing target for the work of OSNT. Since its original inception as an open-source
high speed networking platform for the research and education community [59] and,
through its second-generation [15], the NetFPGA has proven to be an easy-to-use
platform. The NetFPGA project supplies users with both basic infrastructure and
a number of pre-worked open-source designs intended to dramatically simplify a
users’ design experience.
The NetFPGA-10G card, as shown in Figure 4.4, is a 4 port 10GbE PCIe adapter card
incorporating a large FPGA fabric. At the core of the board is a Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA:
XC5VTX240T-2 device. Additionally, there are five peripheral subsystems that com-
plement the FPGA: four 10Gbps SFP+ Ethernet interfaces, a Gen1 PCIe subsystem
provides the host-bus adapter interface, and memory consists of a combination of
both SRAM and DRAM devices. The memories were selected to provide minimal
latency and maximal bandwidth over the available FPGA I/Os. The fourth and fifth
subsystems are expansion interfaces and the configuration subsystem. The board
is implemented as a three-quarter length PCIe adapter, but can also operate as a
standalone unit outside the server environment.
Fig. 4.4: The NetFPGA-10G board.
4.5.1 Experiences with our prototype
By building our prototype on the NetFPGA-10G platform we have inherited several
platform constraints. Despite having a large FPGA device, design decisions must
trade resources. One example of this is in the sizing of TCAM tables for filtering. Table
size is traded directly against overall design size. In our prototype implementation,
the tuple-based filtering tables is limited to 16 entries.
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While the internal NetFPGA datapath has been designed to accommodate full line-
rate, minimum-sized packets, the PCIe interface lacks the bandwidth to transmit
all traffic to or from the host. The NetFPGA-10G provides a first generation, 8-lane
PCIe implementation. This interface uses an MTU of 128 bytes and without careful
packing a naïve implementation of DMA and device driver may achieve as low as
33.5% utilization (for transactions of 129 byte packets). Furthermore, even for an
ideal scenario this interface imposes a limit of around 13.1 Mpps for an MTU of 128
bytes or a little over 15 Gb/s. It is clear that capture-to-host of all four interfaces
when operating at 10Gb/s into the host is not practical. Alongside flow-filtering the
traffic-thinning technique of selecting a snap-length places a known limit on the
maximum amount of data that needs to be transferred over the PCIe to the host.
The option to add a hash of the original packet, along with a fixed snap-length,
means that we can reduce the potential number of bytes per packet to a known upper
boundary. Although the hash adds an overhead of 128 bits per packet, it permits
practical packet identification which in turn means we can perform end-to-end
latency measurements as well as identifying specific loss-events. The ability to do
bandwidth limiting in this way allows us to achieve a maximum rate of approximately
21.7 Mpps provided we use non-naïve DMA and device-driver mechanisms.
Fortunately, there has been considerable progress in non-naïve DMA and device-
driver mechanisms to reduce the bottleneck of PCIe bandwidth; packet-batching,
ring-receivers and pre-allocated host system memory have all seen use in past
dedicated capture systems [65]. Recent efforts such as netmap achieve rates of
14.8 Mpps into user-space for single port commodity 10GbE interface cards. Our
architecture is not limited to a current hardware-implementation; the OSNT system
when running on more advanced hardware such as the Xilinx VC709, using the third
generation PCIe, has sufficient bandwidth to support full size payloads for all four
10GbE ports. In fact, the open-source nature of OSNT means that having this system
operate effectively on any future NetFPGA platform, other platforms from Xilinx or
indeed from other FPGA vendors is no more complicated than the porting of any
open-source project.
Figure 4.5 shows the capture engine performance results. The system has been
validated for one and two ports against 100% line utilization (packets sent back-to-
back) across a range of packet sizes. The IXIA . In the first case, OSNT is able to record
all received traffic, without loss, independently of packet length. Additionally, using
two ports at the same time, the system is able to record traffic without experiencing
any kind of loss up to 14 Gbps (PCIe Gen1 limitation); the impact of the cut/hash
feature at reducing traffic across the PCIe is clear.
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Fig. 4.5: The OSNT per-packet capture engine performance for various presented traffic
loads.
We validated the OSNT performance against the IXIA 400T and similtaneously
confirmed these results via a parallel capture using optical-port splitters to an Emulex
EndaceDAG 9.2, each equipped with 2x10G ports. IXIA provides the capability
of both generating full line rate traffic and full line rate monitoring; permitting
validation of both capture and generation capabilities. The Endace DAG provides full
line rate capture and high-precision time-stamping and offers a further confirmation
mechanism.
Testing of the traffic-generator we were able to confirm to our satisfaction that the
OSNT Traffic Generator is able to generate full line rate over two ports independently
of the packet length. Tests were conducted over a range of packet-sizes with results
compared directly against IXIA-based generators. In all experiments data was
generated (and measured) on all four NetFPGA ports with a combination of IXIA
and Endace packet-capture and measurement.
4.6 ONST Conclusion
In this section we introduced OSNT, an open source network tester. We described
the OSNT architecture which permits a flexible combination of multiple packet-
processing pipelines using a new virtualization technique, NetV. While the NetV
virtualization approach was designed with the NetFPGA in mind, this technique is not
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bound to that hardware and should be able to provide flexibility and versatility across
a range of uses. Using the NetV approach we showed how the OSNT system can
implement both traffic-generator and network monitor functions. We also described
our prototype implementation using the rapid-prototyping NetFPGA platform and
characterized aspects of that implementation.
The OSNT platform provides a network tester that is able to combine desirable
software flexibility with the advantages of being built upon an open-source hardware
platform. The versatility of OSNT is in its suitability for a range of applications, from
the testing of single items of networking equipment to the characterizing of large
distributed networks.
The OSNT system is available to the research community through the NetFPGA
project. Any user who owns a NetFPGA card can simply use it, with no additional
hardware expense. We envisage the project being extended and enhanced by the
research community, and users are encouraged to contribute further features and
capabilities, as well as to share their own experience using OSNT.
The promise of OSNT is an exciting one. In the field of network measurement
alone, high-precision, loss-limited capture has led to remarkable progress in the
characterization and understanding of the modern Internet. The OSNT traffic
monitor overcomes the two biggest issue with these capture deployments to date —
the cost and lack of flexibility — while also, by virtuel of being open-source, providing
an auditable test system that encourages repeatability in network science.
4.7 Introduction
Research on SDN technologies and primarily its predominant realisation, the OpenFlow
protocol, has developed a wide range of applications to improve network functional-
ity. OpenFlow control applications can improve network management, monitoring
and performance, while being backwards-compatible with data plane protocols and
end-host network stacks. As a result, within only a few years since the definition
of the first version of the protocol, many vendors have introduced production-level
support in an effort to transfer innovative research output to the market.
Nonetheless, such continuous network innovation introduces a dilemma for network
testing, as relevant evaluation platforms remain closed and proprietary and provide
limited flexibility. To achieve compliant and functional equipment, effort must be
put into all parts of the network-equipment life-cycle, from design to production.
The problem of network testing is further augmented in the OpenFlow protocol
context. The protocol philosophy introduces new performance challenges in network
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device design, dissimilar to the challenges of traditional network equipment, and
sets testing flexibility as a primary requirement. OpenFlow introduces a reduction in
the network control timescales which closely approximate flow control timescales.
As a result, OpenFlow switch implementation influences the control architecture of
the network and its overall performance. A switch which provides poor performance
in the support of a protocol functionality can become a bottleneck for architectures
that rely heavily on the specific functionality; e.g.high latency in flow_stats_reply
functionality of a switch can be critical for traffic monitoring control applications.
Protocol support variability is equally critical for the consistency of the control plane.
Most switches do not provide any guarantees on the installation order and latency
of a sequence of flow table updates; as a result, such updates need to be carefully
sequenced to not violate policy [37], effectively increasing the insertion latency.
The OpenFlow protocol, currently defining its 1.5 version, has greatly transformed
its design over the years, reflecting the deployment experience and requirements of
a constantly widening range of network environments. As a result, the OpenFlow
community requires a performance testing platform capable to co-evolve with the
protocol and to support rapid prototyping of experimentation scenarios which high-
light the impact of new protocols’ features. Furthermore, the increase in link capacity
augments the precision requirement for meaningful packet-level measurements. For
example, 10 GbE links have become the de-facto solution for the aggregation layer of
modern datacenter networks, a first-class citizen of the SDN ecosystem, and require
high measurement precision, on the order of sub-µsec, for certain network applica-
tion classes. An estimation error of 100µsec in the policy enforcement of a security
application may translate to unauthorized transmission of multiple KBs of sensitive
information. This paper claims that in order to fully exploit OpenFlow protocol
capabilities in production environments, we require a flexible and high–precision
open–source measurement platform. The openness and flexibility is important in
order to establish an evolvable community–based tool.
This section presents an effort to enhance the measurement capabilities of the
OFLOPS [90] switch evaluation framework with support for the emerging protocol
requirement. Specifically, we present the OFLOPS integration with the NetFPGA-
10G platform6 and the Open Source Network Tester (OSNT)7 platform [9]. OSNT
enhances OFLOPS with sub-µsec precision and 20 Gbps full bi-directional traffic
generation and capturing (when traffic thinning techniques are being used), provid-
ing a highly flexible and open platform for OpenFlow experimentation at high data
rates.
6http://www.netfpga.org
7http://www.osnt.org
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4.8 OFLOPS Turbo design
A schematic of the design of the OFLOPS Turbo design is depicted in Figure 4.6. The
OFLOPS Turbo architecture consists of a software and a hardware subsystem. The
software subsystem runs the core OFLOPS functionality, along with the measurement
module of the user.
OFLOPS++ host
...
Control
Channel
OpenFlow Switch
OSNT
...DataChannels
OSNT
OFLOPS platform
OpenFlow Switch
sw
hw
Fig. 4.6: OFLOPS++ design
A measurement module contains both the control and data plane functionality of
the experiment. The hardware subsystem consists of a series of netFPGA10G cards
running the OSNT design and is responsible to fulfil the data plane requirements of
the experiment. The user can interconnect the OFLOPS Turbo host with one or more
switches in arbitrary topologies and measure with high precision specific aspects
of the network architecture, both on the data and control plane. For the rest of
the section, we describe the design of the OSNT hardware design and the OFLOPS
software architecture.
4.8.1 OSNT: Open Source Network Tester
The OSNT is a fully open–source traffic generation and capturing system fully
described in section 4.1. Its architecture is motivated by limitations in existing
network testing solutions: closed-source/proprietary, high costs, inflexibility, and lack
of important features such as high-precision timestamping and packet transmission.
Primarily designed for the research and teaching community, its key design goals
were low cost, high-precision time-stamping and packet transmission, as well as,
scalability. In addition, the open–source nature of the system gives the flexibility to
allow new protocol tests to be added to the system. The prototype implementation
builds upon the netFPGA10G platform – an open-source hardware platform designed
to support full line-rate programmable packet forwarding. The combination of Traffic
Generator and Traffic Monitor into a single FPGA-equipped device allows a per–flow
characterization of a networking system (i.e., OpenFlow-enabled switch) within a
single card. Using one or more synchronized OSNT cards, the architecture enables a
user to perform measurements throughout the network, characterizing aspects such
as end-to-end latency and jitter, packet-loss, congestion events and more.
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The OSNT Traffic Capture subsystem is intended to provide high–precision inbound
timestamping with a loss-limited path that gets (a subset of) captured packets
into the host for further processing. The design associates packets with a 64-bit
timestamp on receipt by the MAC module, thus minimizing queueing noise. The
timestamp resolution is 6.25nsec with clock drift and phase coordination maintained
by a GPS input. The OSNT Traffic Generation subsystem consists of several micro-
engines, each of which generates traffic according to a given generator function.
The traffic generator has an accurate timestamping mechanism, located just before
the transmit 10GbE MAC. The mechanism, identical to the one used in the traffic
monitoring unit, is used for timing-related measurements of the network, permitting
characterization of measurements such as latency and jitter. When enabled, the
timestamp is embedded within the packet at a preconfigured location and can be
extracted at the receiver as required.
4.8.2 OFLOPS: Open Framework for OpenFlow Switch Evaluation
Measuring OpenFlow switch implementations is a challenging task in terms of charac-
terization accuracy and precision. Predominantly, production-level OpenFlow-switch
devices provide proprietary OpenFlow drivers with minimum logging capabilities.
Characterising the performance of an OpenFlow-switch requires a black box ap-
proach to the problem, where multiple input measurements must be monitored
concurrently in order to characterise the behaviour of the switch.
OFLOPS is an holistic measurement platform which enables the development of cus-
tom OpenFlow-based experiments. The platform provides a unified API that allows
developers to control and receive information from the data and control channels,
as well as, SNMP switch-state information. Experimenters can develop measure-
ment modules on top of OFLOPS, implementing custom OpenFlow applications and
measure their performance through the data plane.
Currently OFLOPS provides a wide range of elementary testing modules evaluating
the performance of flow actions, flow table management, flow counter extraction,
OpenFlow-based packet injection and capturing and detecting potential performance
penalties due to OpenFlow operation co-interaction. OFLOPS uses OSNT primarily
to control the data plane of the network using a simple interface, provided by the
OSNT user-space library. The re-desgined DMA engine of the netFPGA10G platform
improves OFLOPS user-space capturing and transmission capabilities, compared to
the earlier OFLOPS hardware design for the NetFPGA1G platform.
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4.9 Use Cases
Latency matter. Some applications are more affected by latency rather than through-
put (i.e., voice, networked games, interactive sessions). The increasing need for low
latency systems brought also the need of new high performance hardware based
measurement platforms able to sustain high rates and to mantain high accurancy as
testing and troubleshooting systems. OFLOPS Turbo have been designed to insure
such an accuracy on four 10Gbps port unifying testing for switching latency, per-
formance switching, OpenFlow actions set maximum table entry, OpenFlow actions
latency and any combination of those. We have been working with OFLOPS Turbo
for those deferent usage. We propose in the following some other use cases.
4.9.1 White-Box dilemma
Nowadays more and more white-box ethernet switches support OpenFlow protocol.
White box networking refers to the ability to use generic, off-the-shelf switches
and routers within the forwarding plane of a software-defined network. White-box
network devices are open to different Operating Systems along with their OF-agent
and applications. The majority of white box networking opertaing systems are linux-
based because of the many open and free tools available. Different implementation of
the same standard can bring to different performances. For example, different white
box switch vendors are using the same chipset (most of 48x10Gbps + 4x40Gbps
1RU switch are using the Trident chipset from Broadcom) but with a different design
(CPUs, memories, implementation). OFLOPS Turbo can compare performances of
different OF-agent software and OS specific limitations or compare their hardware
specific implementation.
OFLOPS++ is able to do high latency precision elementary OpenFlow testing to help
identifying the possible limitations in hardware or in software. When comparing
various combinations of white box and OS with OF-agent we can easily identify the
best hardware and software.
4.9.2 The ALIEN HAL testing phase
The ALIEN 8 Hardware Abstraction Layer[30] is designed to support OpenFlow pro-
tocol implementation regardless of protocol’s version on non-compatible OpenFlow
network devices. This abstraction layer supports various hardware platforms in terms
of data plane architecture and closed control plane protocols. OFLOPS Turbo might
8The ALIEN project is a FP7 project with the grant agreement number 317880
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be used during the ALIEN HAL testing phase of the project for the most important
requirements who are on the OpenFlow implementation by each partner.
The ALIEN HAL have been implemented on different hardware platforms: DOCSIS
EZ-CHIP, OCTEON, BROADCOM, x86, GEPON, NetFPGA, ATCA with OCTEON, ADVA
DWDM. The OFLOPS Turbo high latency precision measurement testing will not
be requireed for all the platform but the OpenFlow minimum properties testing
will be necessary to prove they all pass the ALIEN HAL implementation minimum
requirement. With OFLOPS Turbo the full benchmark testing could be conduct on
the high performance platforms testing (x86, Broadcom, ACTA with Octeon, the
Dell Split-Data-Plane with Octeon, NetFPGA and EZ-CHIP). There is no minimum
performance requirement in the ALIEN project but the performance benchmarking
will definitively help for positioning the platform or push the developers to improve
their implementation.
4.9.3 IXP: Internet eXchange Point
An Internet eXchange Point is a physical point where Internet traffic can be exchanged
and today they are in rebirth specially with SDN/OpenFlow [32]. The IXP who wants
to invest in a new infrastructure based on SDN/OpenFlow switches need to select
the ultimate performer switch. For facilitating the migration different vendors are
proposing switches with hybrid capacities who are able to continue to run the legacies
features on a part of ethernet interfaces and running in open flow mode on the rest.
But hybrid switches has some specific limitation due to the CAM configuration to
be able to mix the OpenFlow tables with the FIBs and ACL legacy tables. Based on
the specifications of the new SDN IXP architecture OFLOPS Turbo is a great help to
accelerate the benchmark scenarios.
4.10 Performance Evaluation
Fig. 4.7: The proposed testbed.
In this section we use OFLOPS to evaluate two representative 10 GbE switches: the
Pica8 P3922; and the Dell Force10 S4810. The Pica8 P3922 switch [82] is a 48 ports
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Fig. 4.8: Flow insertion measurement.
10 GbE SFP+ and 4 ports 40 GbE QSPF+ port switch. The switch provides two
operational modes: L2/L3 and OVS mode. L2/L3 mode provides hybrid OpenFlow
support along with other standardised data link and network control protocols, like
OSPF and RIP. OVS mode functions as a standalone OPen VSwitch switch with a
forwarding table mapped to the TCAM table of the switch using a custom device
driver. Vendor specifications do not define the maximum flow table size supported
by the silicon, but we have successfully tested fast-path data plane support for
up to 1000 unique flows in OVS mode. The Pica8 L2/L3 mode allows users to
define the flow table size through the switch user interface and can be configured
to support up to 500 flows. The Dell Force10 S4810 [28] switch is a 48 10 GbE
QSFP+ ports. Its firmware supports hybrid OpenFlow functionality and exposes
three hardware tables: a 512 wildcard entry table supporting full OpenFlow tuple
matching, a 20000 entry table supporting only destination MAC address matching
and a 6000 entry table support IP source and destination matching. Both switches
use a similar StrataSGX trident silicon version [41]. The two switches reflect two
popular approaches in OpenFlow support: mixing protocol functionality with legacy
protocols; or developing a single-purpose OpenFlow-optimised firmware.
We setup OFLOPS-Turbo! in a dual socket 8-core Intel Xeon E5 server with 128 Gb
RAM memory, equipped with a NetFPGA 10G card running the OSNT design and
an Intel 1 GbE card for the control channel. Three ports of the NetFPGA card are
connected directly to the measured switch, while the switch control channel uses
the switch management port and connects directly to the 1 GbE card, similarly to
the topology in Figure 4.7. During experiments we connect the NetFPGA card with a
GPS receiver, to correct its time reference and provide nano-second measurement
precision. In addition, in order to establish a common time reference between the
control and data plane traffic of the measurement, the control channel is replicated
to the fourth port of the NetFPGA card through an optical wiretap with negligible
processing delay.
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4.11 Related Work
Network testers, and open-source network testers are not new; uniquely, OSNT
brings the incorporation of designs that operate intimately with the hardware. Our
efforts ride the established tradition of network measurement and testing that exists
in the network research and academic communities.
A small sample of open-source and community projects include: Iperf [47] and later
Netperf [68], developed to provide performance tests of throughput and end-to-end
latency. Traffic loads from previously captured pcap files could be transmitted using
Tcpreplay [100]. Netalyzer [54] uses bespoke server and client infrastructure to
measure many aspects of Internet performance and behaviour. Swing [102] provided
a closed-loop traffic generator: first monitoring and characterizing, and then regen-
erating system load replicating the measured characteristics. Early attempts at both
flexible and feature-rich traffic generation led to the Ostinato [99] traffic generator.
The netmap [88] achieves near-optimal host throughput but is still restricted by the
underlying hardware for timestamps, traffic-shaping and maximum-rate capacity. A
final example, Bonelli et al. [16] describe a near-line-rate traffic on a 10Gbps link
that uses multi-core multi-queue commodity hardware, albeit without the flexibility
or guarantee of full line-rate throughput, precise traffic replay timing and sufficient
packet capture timestamp accuracy and precision.
Commercial network testers are provided by a number of companies: Ixia and
Spirent dominate, but other test equipment manufacturers also have network-test
offerings. Despite their ability to perform at high line-rate, a criticism common to all
these systems is the cost and inflexibility. Supporting newly-designed protocols is
often expensive while supporting newly-designed physical line standard can result
in an entirely new system.
In the measurement community the ubiquitous pcap program, tcpdump, has been the
tool of choice for network capture. However, capture-system performance (and rates
of loss) are dictated by the underlying host: a combination of hardware, operating-
system, device-drivers and software. Additionally, it is rare for these software systems
to provide any common clock across the captures, making end-to-end latency mea-
surements complicated and inaccurate. There have been software/hardware efforts
in the past that incorporate GPS-coordinated high-precision hardware timestamps
and use device-driver designs intended to mitigate loss under load [65]. However,
this work was limited to 1GbE and serves now only to provide a motivating example.
NTP is a mature time synchronization method; however, it can only achieve an
accuracy better than 1ms under limited conditions [101]; making it unsuitable for
high precision traffic characterization.
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In contrast to the large range of commercial offerings available to generate traffic;
the high-precision capture market has few commercial systems and is dominated by
the Endace DAG card.
Several previous NetFPGA-based projects using the previous generation NetFPGA
4×1GbE platform have also provided traffic-generation [26] and traffic-monitoring [10].
The architecture of OSNT has been heavily informed by the designs, limitations and
experience with these systems.
4.12 OFLOPS Turbo Conclusions
In this last section we have presented OFLOPS Turbo, an open and flexible OpenFlow
testing framework for the next-generation of OpenFlow switches. IXPs can take
benefit of OFLOPS Turbo and OSNT for their day to day testing and monitoring.
OFLOPS Turbo takes advantage of the OSNT hardware design for the netFPGA10G
platform and provides support for 10GbE traffic generation and capture, coupled
with a high precision timestamping functionality. We believe that OFLOPS Turbo
will provide the tool for the OpenFlow community to better understand the perfor-
mance impact of OpenFlow implementations and motivate a community of rigorous
OpenFlow testing.
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5Real deployment
„Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a
follower.
— Steve Jobs
(CEO Apple Inc.)
5.1 Introduction
This chapter reports the work that has been done to migrate the TouIX IXP located
in Toulouse, France from a traditional to a full OpenFlow IXP using Umbrella archi-
tecture. TouIX is a non-profit neutral Internet eXchange Point organization founded
in 2005. It provides an interconnected network infrastructure at 4 PoPs around
the city of Toulouse, and is interconnected to the Paris FranceIX and LyonIX IXPs.
FranceIX shares is bridge broadcast domain directly through a layer 2 link to TouIX
on a dedicated VLAN. LyonIX shares is prefixes through its route server how routes
all traffic between the two IXPs. TouIX was renamed TouSIX (Toulouse Software
Internet eXchange) in late 2014 and, to the best of our knowledge, from May 2015
is the first Internet Exchange Provider in Europe to fully leverage OpenFlow for its
day-to-day operations.
The remainder of the chapter is as follows: section 5.2 gives technical details on how
the TouIX IXP was built, and lists its related technical and network services issues.
Section 5.3 describes the installation and deployment of the OpenFlow equipments.
It especially motivates the selection of Pica8 switches, explains how technical issues
have been solved and presents preliminary results. Section 5.4 then presents the
new software management tools that have been designed for TouSIX. Section 5.5
exhibits a significant set of measurements and evaluation performed on the new
TouSIX IXP, exhibiting the benefits of the migration to an SDN based IXP. Section
concluding the chapter in section 7.
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5.2 TouIX: Legacy architecture and raised issues
Figure 5.1 shows the topology of TouIX. The primary and first site to be located
was Cogent, where the BGP route server was installed. The Cisco equipment1
being used in the fabric was configured with three different VLAN tags: admin2,
TouIX_VLAN3 and France_IX_VLAN4. As the Cisco equipment being used was getting
older and not appropriate for the fabric anymore, the idea of shaping a completely
new Internet exchange to ease the management came to mind.
Fig. 5.1: TouIX legacy architecture
The overall management operations of the TouIX IXP fabric represent a complex
task that is not easy to perform with existing tools. It was especially hard to
analyse and fix several issues. There was for instance the case of several broadcast
storms experienced by the TouIX fabric. The lack of an appropriate monitoring
infrastructure as well as an irregular appearance of these storm phenomenons made
their root causes very hard to identify. The Cisco switches being used did not
provide appropriate filtering features to restrict these kinds of undesired traffic that
might harm the fabric. There was also a strong requirement for improving the
protection of the peering routers against undesired traffic, as well as improving the
stability and manageability of the whole infrastructure to prevent the aforementioned
phenomenons. Furthermore, the TouIX architecture is suffering from a lack of
redundancy of spare equipments.
These various operations issues together with the huge management complexity
have motivated the change from the legacy TouIX to TouSIX, in particular :
1TouIX used Cisco WS-C3550-12G (TLS00), WS-C3560G (Cogent), WS-C2960G-24TC-L (Zayo) and
WS-C2960G-24TC-L (Hotel Telecom)
2Used for admin operations on the TouIX network
3TouIX DataPath
4FranceIX is the larger IXP in France and TouIX allows its members to access France-IX
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• Incorrect member configurations can create loops and broadcast storm [34], or
expose information through discovery protocol like Link Local Discovery Proto-
col LLDP or Cisco Discovery Protocol CDP. Incorrect IXP switch configurations
can also create service disruption.
• The service management complexity forces administration staff members to
be familiar with legacy equipment of specific vendors, generally working on a
vendor specific Command Line Interface (CLI). A simple web based application
will help to simplify all maintenance and management operations.
• TouIX is lacking from a monitoring system able to mesure the amount of traffic
exchanged between members, and to identify types of traffic, for instance.
These operational issues then drove the desire of a more generic and easily pro-
grammable IXP fabric. TouSI aims at introducing an OpenFlow based IXP fabric
managed through a web application, and with a fine grained monitoring, for better
controlling the network, and more easily managing and operating it.
5.3 TouSIX architecture
Fig. 5.2: TouSIX architecture
Figure 5.2 exhibits our final choice for the TouSIX topology.
This new network covers three points of presence, all linked directly to each other.
The link between TLS00 and Cogent is an aggregated link. The main purpose
of this type of interconnection is to increase the availability between these two
switches. This functionality is entirely managed by the virtual switch via LACP,
making it invisible for the controller5. One link (Cogent-Zayo) is set as a passive
5It is made possible by creating a logical port for the OpenFlow agent of the switch.
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link, for privileging the bandwidth usage of the two other links, and then being able
to benefit from some redundancy in case of link failure, or simply to switch path
of data for adapting traffic engineering policies to traffic evolutions, for instance.
This switching capability is implemented using the Fast-Failover capability of the
OpenFlow protocol.
For TouSIX, we selected the Pica8 switches to support our architecture. The main
motivation for these equipments is the implementation of Open vSwitch [74] on
PicOS. It allows us to handle an open-source solution for switching, and facilitate the
simulation of the topology in a virtual environment. In the OpenFlow architecture,
it is also required for managing the OpenFlow agents of the switches, to install a
controller. It has been added on top of the BGP route server, as it is the only available
server in our new TouSIX architecture. At this stage of the TouSIX development,
the OpenFlow controller is using for communicating with all OpenFlow agents a
dedicated VLAN of the ancient (but still running) TouIX architecture. The Ryu
controller [93] has been selected for both our OpenFlow rules tests, as well as for
the day to day operations.
The key element for migrating to an SDN based IXP relates to the definition of the
OpenFlow rules. In our OpenFlow installation, we can divide the forwarding rules
in two classes. The first one is related to the data plane, and to the forwarding of
traffic at layer 2, as we made the choice of having a full layer 2 data plane man-
agement. Layer 2 forwarding is then achieved by matching directly the destination
MAC address with the MAC addresses registered in the TouSIX-manager for the
TouSIX users (Ethernet is used as the support technology). The second class of
forwarding rules is related to the control plane. They concern specific cases that
can be encountered with broadcast traffic as with ARP and NDP [67] (for the IPv6
case) traffic. In that case, the destination MAC address is a broadcast address. To
avoid the aforementioned broadcast storms issues, these ARP or NDP packets are
not broadcasted on the TouSIX network, but sent to a single user. In that case,
the matching destination address is considered at the layer 3 level, considering
the IP address contained in the ARP (or NDP) request, thus solving the ARP (or
NDP) request. All these addresses are recorded in the TouSIX-manager. Recorded
MAC addresses in the TouSIX-manager are, for each user, the one of their hardware
Ethernet board. On the other side, the related IP addresses are assigned by the
TouSIX administrator. Extra OpenFlow rules have been created for implementing
this way of resolving ARP or NDP requests that permits fixing the ARP and NDP
storm issues.
More generally, all packets that do not match the OpenFlow rules are dropped. Thus,
unauthorized traffic is dropped at the port entry for all the members.
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The application of rules in the switches takes advantage of the secure mode. This
way, if the session with the OpenFlow controller is lost, the rules in production are
kept active (otherwise, the switches would have run in the ancient legacy mode
for the forwarding. This forwarding relies on the MAC learning principle that is
the source of ARP storms). Therefore, the switches are less dependent on the state
of an OpenFlow controller, i.e. even in case of failure of the OpenFlow controller,
the network switches can continue working in an efficient way. This is as strong
improvement for the reliability and liveliness of the IXP.
5.3.1 TouSIX architecture liveliness validation
Before going further on the deployment phase, it is first needed to check that this
new architecture can bring significant improvements for the IXP management. It
especially aims at verifying the liveliness of this new architecture. The first part
of this validation deals with testing if the switches are correctly configured and
efficiently handle link failures by testing the Fast-Failover capabilities. Second, all
the OpenFlow rules deployed on the switches have been tested to check whether
they work or not. All the tests are done by running the testbed depicted on Figure
5.3.
Fig. 5.3: TouSIX test topology
One host is attached to each switch. They generate traffic to all other hosts on the
topology. In addition, two routers are present to maintain a BGP session. The list of
considered failures is:
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Tab. 5.1: TouSIX test results
Test# Test bed state Generators Router2 Router1
0 All links & equipments up OK OK OK
1 Link1 down OK OK OK
2 Link1 up OK OK OK
3 Link2 down OK OK OK
4 Link2 up OK OK OK
5 Link3 down OK OK OK
6 Link3 up OK OK OK
7 Link4 down OK OK OK
8 Link4 up OK OK OK
9 Link3&4 down OK OK OK
10 Link3&4 up OK OK OK
11 Edge1 power Off OK OK OK
12 Edge1 power On OK OK OK
13 Edge2 power Off OK OK OK
14 Edge2 power On OK OK OK
15 Edge3 power Off OK OK OK
16 Edge3 power On OK OK OK
17 Edge1&2&3 power Off OK OK OK
18 Edge1&2&3 power On OK OK OK
19 Ryu Off OK OK OK
20 Ryu back On OK OK OK
1. Link failure
2. Electrical failure of the switches
3. Complete shutdown of the network (T0 test)
4. Shutdown of the OpenFlow controller
The results of these tests were positive. No particular incident has been detected
on simulations or on the testbed, as shown on Table 5.1. This table represents all
the tests executed. A test is considered as successful if the behaviour during the test
of all devices (switches and routers) is as expected for a legacy network in similar
cases. In particular, it is checked that the traffic generated by the hosts is forwarded
on the correct path. If there is no path available, it is verified that packets of the
sending generator are dropped. Similar verifications have been done for the BGP
session between Router1 and Router2.
5.3.2 Deployment
The deployment of the new TouSIX architecture, changing radically from the legacy
TouIX one, is not an easy scenario. Due to the nature of the deployment (that is a
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complete migration of a commercially running infrastructure), we need to really
care about the network behaviour during the migration period. In addition, one of
the main attention for this migration is to keep a viable backup solution, for rolling
back the network in case the migration fails. It is also essential to maintain the
connectivity and quality of service for all connected members during the migration
period, including the ones that are not ready to migrate to TouSIX at the date of the
migration. This involves keeping both TouIX and TouSIX infrastructures running for
several weeks. It is also needed not to impact the traffic sent toward the FranceIX
IXP.
As a consequence, we applied some modifications on the TouSIX fully planned
services:
• FranceIX VLAN access, which is available on the TouIX network, will not be
transferred to the first version of the TouSIX architecture.
• A Layer 2 gateway between TouSIX and TouIX has been added. This is intended
to keep the route server and the not-ready-for-migration members be connected
to TouSIX members and services.
Figure 5.4 shows the new TouSIX topology at this partial level of the migration.
The layer2 gateway is located on Edge3, connected to the two routers which can
then communicate with any other TouSIX routers. Moreover, the passive link is not
available at this stage of the migration (for simplifying the process).
Fig. 5.4: TouSIX Migration topology
Similarly, the aggregated link was to difficult to migrate at this first stage of the
OpenFlow deployment; activating this aggregated link was working perfectly on
simulation, but not on the production architecture. It seems that there is an inconsis-
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tency between simulation and real world with the current PicOS implementation.
Up to now, this link activation has not been made possible on the production net-
work. Fixing this issue is one of the objectives for migration to a second TouSIX
architecture.
5.4 The TouSIX-Manager
The new TouSIX IXP being set-up, an efficient and convenient management tool of
the control plane is required. For convenience, this tool, called TouSIX-Manager, has
been designed and developed as a web platform. Its main objectives are:
• Simplify the maintenance of the TouSIX IXP.
• Ease the integration of new services through the OpenFlow protocol.
One of the requirements for the TouSIX-Manager is to be independent of any specific
controller. The functionalities of the TouSIX-Manager controller consist of:
• Controlling the OpenFlow rules needed for a good functioning of the network.
For instance, in case of a switch software or hardware reboot, the TouSIX-
Manager must restore a stable state of the OpenFlow rules. It can be defined
on a database or a local file.
• Performing OpenFlow operations without passing by any software abstraction
layer to any avoid controller framework API dependency.
• Sending periodically pre-defined informations (openflow agent status, in-
terfaces status and all flow stats) from the network to a database. These
informations will be used for raising OpenFlow alerts or display statistics.
This was achieved by using the Ryu controller. As a consequence, our main ar-
chitecture is divided into two main components: One or several controllers, and
web applications bundled to create a fully functional website. The communication
between the website and the controller uses HTTP requests.
On Figure 5.5, the website designed for managing the new TouSIX IXP is divided into
four main components. The first component aims at generating all the OpenFlow
rules needed for the exchange point. For any topology defined and stored on the
database, all or per-switch rules can be generated on request. It is also possible
to generate a certain set of rules, which correspond to functionalities we want to
implement in our topology. The result is then stored in JSON format [91] in the
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Fig. 5.5: Architecture of the TouSIX-Manager.
database. On another side, this component aims at managing the OpenFlow rules
into the controller (Ryu in our case).
The second functionality of the website is to store information related to OpenFlow
counters. By matching certain fields on an OpenFlow rule, without any forwarding
action, we can retrieve the number of packets matching this rule. With a periodic
monitoring of these counters, we can establish the bandwidth used by the matching
packets. Thus, it is possible to aggregate values for representing global traffic, like
in Figure 5.6.
On the current version of the TouSIX-Manager, per-member statistics on IPv4, IPv6,
ICMPv6 and ARP activities are provided. More statistics can of course easily be
monitored according to specific operator requirements.
Fig. 5.6: Example of TouIX IPv4 traffic measurement provided by the TouSIX-Manager.
The third component manages all the members and users created on the website.
The behaviour of this module is what we could expect from a network equipment
management tool. It is not as exhaustive as other specialized solutions [49]. But, as
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an improvement, the process for adding a new member to the IXP is automated. The
administrator of the IXP only needs to validate data sent by the new member, and
assign one access port. But there is no more technical intervention needed. Thus, it
reduces the human error induced by the member or the IXP administrator.
The last functionality is an automatic configuration of our BGP server. If some
changes happen on the TouIX network (eg. a new member wants to get connected),
it can generate a convenient configuration for the BGP server. This component, with
respect to the OpenFlow rules deployment, allows the IXP administrator to create a
fully automated procedure for managing the exchange point when adding/removing
members.
5.5 Evaluation
This section addresses two sets of performance measurements: one for assessing the
benefit of an SDN based IXP on the management point of view, and the other for
evaluating the statistic manager performance.
Rules generation profiling At this point of the TouSIX development, we want to
know how fast the generation of OpenFlow rules can perform. Specifically, we need
to measure the time the web application takes when some procedures (adding a
member on the topology for example) are called. The time required for deploying
rules on the TouSIX topology6 will not be evaluated in the context of this thesis as
it occurs only if the switches goes down, focusing only on the duration of TOUSIX-
manager web procedure calls. For this purpose, some procedures of our web
application have been tested with the native python profiling module [84].
Figure 5.7 depicts the total duration for generating all possible rules. As a result, the
generation of rules takes much less than one second. Note that for the day-to-day
operation of the TouSIX IXP, around 500 OpenFlow rules are required. With the
current TouSIX configuration, it is not possible to have more realistic rules, and then
push further the rule generation procedure evaluation. Figure 5.7 also exhibits an
the time for computing all the rules necessary for running the TouSIX IXP. More
test should be conduct with an improved implementation. As the rules required for
the IXP routers member to communicate are very limited the delay is around 100
millisecond. It just exhibits that because of initialization time, the generation of
the first rules is impacted by limited additional delay. For more than 500 OpenFlow
rules, it seems that the rules generation procedure could be reaching its scalability
limits. However, as it is not possible to extend this evaluation with more than 500+
6The deployment of rules that consists in sending and installing OpenFlow rules on OpenFlow agents
is performed right after their global generation
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Fig. 5.7: Rules Generation module execution time
realistic rules on the current TouSIX IXP, it is not possible to give a clear conclusion
yet. However, by analyzing the tests results, it is identified that most of the call
duration are related to database operations. Database operations represent 95%
of the total call time. We are currently working on solutions for reducing the time
spent waiting a response from the database. The increase of the time for generating
more than 500 rules seems to be directly related to this longer and longer database
access time.
Statistic manager performance The statistics manager application is a custom im-
plementation including two main functionalities: the management of a time-series
database, and a graphing tool to visualize this database. In the following, the perfor-
mance of the statistic manager are presented. They have been obtained by stressing
it using the Locust [60] stress test framework.
The test performed consists in measuring the time for getting and displaying the
results of different functions provided by the statistic manager including, for instance,
the times required for posting or getting flow statistics, aggregated traffic statistics,
etc. The results have been obtained on sequences of 20 requests per seconds in
order to really stress the statistics manager, and also for limiting measurement errors.
The results are displayed on Figure 5.8. It especially exhibits that on an average of
20 requests per second, the mean response time is increasing. It also shows that
with the most time consuming requests in terms of computing resources (when
computing global traffic statistics for instance), it can take up to 2.6 seconds to get
the results. In addition, it is observed that these huge delays accumulate, leading to
non real-time display of the traffic statistics. This is of course a strong limit of the
current version of the statistic manager that will be addressed in future work.
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Fig. 5.8: Statistics manager response time
5.6 Conclusion
This chapter illustrated how an IXP can benefit from an SDN technology as OpenFlow
for enhancing reliability and manageability using Umbrella approach. This has
been performed on the real TouSIX IXP where OpenFlow based devices, tools and
applications have been successfully deployed, thus demonstrating the practical
applicability and benefits of such a solution. As a result, TouSIX now fully leverages
OpenFlow for its day-to-day operations. As future work, we target solutions for
improving the scalability of the SDN/OpenFlow solution, as well as introducing ways
for securing such an SDN based IXP.
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6Conclusion
This thesis discusses the importance of programmability within the network fabric.
The steadily growing importance of Internet eXchange Points in the Internet ecosys-
tem on one side and the programmability introduced by the SDN paradigm on the
other, have opened up new possibilities at an inter-domain level.
In this scenario, we fashioned a new SDN-enabled exchange fabric which is reliable,
easy to manage but most importantly fully programmable. The Umbrella SDN
network design gives a stronger separation of control and data plane functionalities,
leading to an enhanced scalability, reliability, and manageability. We proposed a
new approach to IXP management that leverages SDN programmability to tackle
part of the control directly within the data plane. A significant benefit of Umbrella is
that it removes all broadcast traffic. Integrating Umbrella in today’s IXP architecture
is straightforward as we maintain a strict separation between layer 2 and layer 3
functions.
This thesis equally acknowledges the importance of continuous network monitoring
and testing for level production architectures. We studied and architected new
prototypes for open-source monitoring and testing (e.g., OSNT and OFLOPS). Most
notably, the OSNT architecture enables a flexible combination of multiple packet-
processing pipelines using a new virtualization technique. The proposed solution is
not bound to a specific hardware (though it has been developed on the NetFPGA
platform) and should be able to provide flexibility and versatility across a range of
uses. OFLOPS enhances OSNT by providing a tool for the OpenFlow community
in order to acquire a better understanding of the performance impact of OpenFlow
implementations and motivate a community of rigorous OpenFlow testing.
Finally, this thesis demonstrates the practicality of the Umbrella approach in a
real-world scenario. One of the key results of this thesis is indeed TouSIX, the
first SDN-enabled european IXP. In the last chapter, we have presented the work
undertaken in greater detail to migrate the legacy switching fabric in Umbrella.
TouSIX has been running for more than a year and has proved to increase stability,
manageability, and monitoring. Thus demonstrating the practical applicability and
benefits of such a solution. As a result, TouSIX now fully leverages OpenFlow for its
day-to-day operations. For future work, we will target solutions for improving the
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scalability of the SDN/OpenFlow solution, as well as introduce ways for securing
such an SDN-based IXP.
I believe this is the first step towards a new concept of the network fabric, which
is no longer constrained by vendor specific protocols. Open Source and White Box
solution used in our approach can reduce operational costs and reduce access fees
for all members. I think the simplification of the IXPs fabric core switch with the 3
heuristic steps proposed by Umbrella could drastically reduce the management cost
on removing completely any management interface. Programming all forwarding
and path decisions at the edge of the fabric reduces the amount of the control
demand significantly.
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Acronyms
OpenFlow OpenFlow Protocol
OSNT Open Source Network Tester
OFLOPS OpenFLow Operations Per Second
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force
IoT Internet of Things
ICT Information and Communications Technology
OSI Open Systems Interconnection model
Euro-IX Euro-Internet eXchange
MAC Media Access Control
VLAN Virtual Local Area Network
IGP Interior Gateway Protocol
OSPF Open Shortest Path First
IS-IS Intermediate System to Intermediate System
RS Route Server
RIR Regional Internet Registry
IANA Internet Assigned Numbers Authority
LAN Local Area Network
LDP Label Distribution Protocol
MPLS MultiProtocol Label Switching
LSP Label Switched Path
TRILL Transparent Interconnect of Lots of Links
RSTP Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol
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IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IPv4 Internet Protocol version 4
IPv6 Internet Protocol version 6
SDN Software Defined Networking
BGP Border Gateway Protocol
ISP Internet Service Provider
IXP Internet eXchange Point
ISP Internet Service Provider
AS Autonomous System
IP Internet Protocol
PoP Point of Presence
VPN Virtual Private Network
VPLS Virtual Private LAN Services
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force
UDP User Datagram Protocol
EVPN Ethernet Virtual Private Network
VXLAN Virtual Extensible Local Area Network
ARP Address Resolution Protocol
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